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Arbifersxclusive

Timothy Leary .... Present and future

EdItors Note:
Tbis Is the first ofa two part
article, In which Mr•.Bufeiuld
Mr.H\lJg,hes
Interview
Dr.
Timothy Leary, renowned cult
figure aud. sp~
theorist.
by Chuck Bule'
A brief summary of Dr.
Leary's career follows for the
benefit of those unfamiliar with
his history:
1950's- -Leary was a pillar of the
psychiatric establishment and a
respected professor at Harvard.
1960s - ... During the early
sixties, Leary, while in Mexico,
ingested several psilocybin mushrooms, an event which had a
profound effect on his. life.
Following his return to Harvard,
Dr.l.eary began experimenting
with psychedelic drugs.He was
soon fired becausejof experiments
involving
.LSD and'
undergraduate
students.
Following his dismissai
Leary
quickly became the leading
spokesman
for the "inner
conciousness" movement in this
country;he lectured widely and
produced an incredible number:
of books and magazine articles
on the subject ..Leary's activities
irked the government and it
soon succeeded in depriving
him of his freedom.

in California's prisons on a
marijuana charge involving two
'
joints; After serving 6 months
he escaped with the help of the
Weather Underground. A period of exile followed in Algeria
and Switzerland. In 1973 Leary'
was expelled by the Swiss and
returned to the United States
where he was incarcerated until
his release last year. Since his
release, Dr. Leary has been
promoting
a new concept,
SM12LE: Space Migration, Increased Intelligence, and Life
Extension.
'
The following interview was
conducted by myself and Mike
Hughes on the second day of the
Heroes Conference.
Arbiter; Were you surprised at
how hard the government came
down on you in the sixties? That
they would do things like the
smuggling set-up in Texas?
Leary; No, I wasn't surprised.
Arbiter; What kind of tactics did
you use during your incarceration to keep your equilibrium?
What were the techniques that
worked for you, or did you just
put in time?
Leary; Well,numberone,
I
didn't suffer much cause I had
no feelings of guilt. It was a sort
of flattery that the Nixon,
Administration thought I was so
dangerous that they would do

1970 - - Leary was given a;
sentence of 6 months to 10 years'

f

t

this, Secondly, I found it anextremely interesting situation
because it was new and there
were' all sorts of experiences I
wouldn't have had otherwise.
Third, I used the time very
productively because it was a
luxury to have so inuch time
without
the pressures
and
demands and opportunities , ..
I did a lot of reading and
. ''Writing and indulged myself in
many ways.
Arblter;Di<J you have unrestricted access to reading matter?
Were you restricted in any way?
Leary: No, the California state
prisons have good libraries and
also they have good librarians. I
was a friend of the librarian so I
could get any book; in 'some
ways 1had more access to books
in prison than ... Then again, a
lot of times I was in the hole
where you don't have anything.
So half the time I had nothing,
but it's amazing how a few good
books somehow trickle through
the system. Know what I mean?
SmuggledIn ....
Arbiter: They came down on you
in the 1960s because
the
technology you were talking
about, LSD, was already a
reality. ,What you're talking
about now, space migration, will
probably not be feasible for five
• (continued on page 10)
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For the first time in three
months, Idahos State in~titu-'
tions of higher learning are now
covered JJy a policy restricting'.
alcohol on campus .. The State.
. Board. of Education,approved
an. alcohol policy under. the
emergency rule of the Adminis.trative Procedures Act at 'their
meeting " September
2pd' in
Sandpoint, Idaho.
Arbiter's
conversation
with
president of the State. Board of
Education A.L. HButch" Alford:
Arbiter: ... has Governor EvlWS
been Informed ot the statement

6, 19n
,I.'

State, Boordrestores alcohol poliCY
by John PrIsceIla

I September
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According to the Statement of
· Emergency
document
issued
that same day, the State Board
introduced the alcohol' policy as
an emergency
item for the
following reasons:
1.' i The State Board of
· Education is concerned over the
threat
I·ack of such a policy.
poses for the public welfare and
public safety.
2.
The proposed rule ,is.

intended insofar as possible to
protect students from inadvertently violating municipal ordi~
nanees by providing for standards of alcohol possession and
consumption
consistent
with
local restrictions .
3. State Board intends by this
policy to provide guidelines
consistent with state and local
requirements
to fully 'inform
students who have not yet

of emergency that the board has
flled under and acted upon
today?
A.L. Alford: I haveu't talked to .
, him, I don't know.
Arb: Do you ~o'.."of anyone on
the Board that has talked to

suppose the governor wonld
have some feel« but It Isn't. I
thlnk.,; In serlensness.v,
the
only emergency. provision the
board conld dlagu6se wonld be
fall to fall [football games],
Other than that I don't know of
anything that could be defended
by the lJoard. And thenngaln
thllt'sa matter of the members
of the Board, not particularly
myself •

himr

ALA: About todny's
Board
actlcm [Sept. 2] under the
emergency
pfO\'islon [of the
.AdntInIstrative
Preeednres
Act]? ... No, I don't.
Arb: Then .he pfObably hun't
received a copy of thestatcment
of emergency?
,ALA: Ic;iou'tknow If he has or
rio~.
Arb:'· ... If In fact there Is a state .
of emergency imd the pubUc Is
Indeed In imminent peril (ref.
APAEmergency
Clause) why
hasn't he been Informed of It?
·ALA: If It's as Iminlnentpe~
haS been rela!ed by the board .
and Its actions then I wonld '

as

[Taken from a. later eenversa-.
tlon]:
ALA: ;.;I've come to Ond out.the
Governor WtlB aware of the
Emergency.Ch1u8e. (no indica-'
tion wasmade that t~e Governor .
had actualiy read, the emergency
clause.beofre·its
adoption.)
Arb:
How' Is that?·· Who
Informed him?
ALA:I don't know, hut I lie~a
. governor's report· on the radio
, while driving' holl1e.
.

to campus

attained
the legal age for
possession and consumption of
the restrictive nature of those
requirements.
4. The State Board of Education
wishes to establish guidelines to
maximize safe public use of
public areas of campus grounds
and facilities.
.
"Two things,"
stated Milt
Small, Executive Director of the
State Board of Education, "that
the students find incompata_
with the alcohol proposal are
substance and promulgating the
rule under the emergency

clause of the Administrative
Procedures Act."
,
He went on to say, in reference
the "substance:',
that "the
students
would' like to see
written into this (al~hol policy)
a clause that would give some
flexibility ,by
authorizing the
presidents of each institution
under certain circumstances to
grant exceptions to the rule
banning
alcohol
in public
places. The university presidents quickly stated
unani(continued on page 5)
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\

Mike Hoffman ASBSU President" and spokesman for the four
institutions' at the State Board
meeting, Sept. 1.2, at Sandpoint, 'reque~ted that it moratorium be placed on athletic fees
until "answers to some very
pertinent questions' be supplied
by the State Boardof Education.
Hoffman stated that "it has
long been thought that athletics
builds character for both the
c participant
and the spectator
and that it is an important force'
in bonding the student body
together,"
however,
the
'students today do not see that as'
. the major function of athletics in'
the university.
Hoffman went
on to say that. athletics' have
become an "important image
builder for the university and it .
provides a means for gaining
community and state support for
higher education'."
Hoffman

said that a comittee should be
formed to report the findings on
the following five 'questions:
1.) What should the role 'of
intercollegiate athletics be and
is this the most beneficial one to
the university and its students.
2.) Who is really benefiting
from intercollegiate
athletics
and are those who are. benefiting most really paying for
those benefits?
3.) What level of competition
should we seek overall for the
next ten years for intercollegiate
athletics?
Should
it be
exp~nded? Reduced?
4.) How is "Title IX" going to
influence the development of
athletics in higher education?
'. S.) Does the present athletic
system
discourage
those
_wishing .to be participants
in
athletics and force them to be;
spectators?

Hoffman' added, "until these
questions
are answered
the
students of Idaho do not believe
the State Board of Education
canreach an intelligent decision
on athletic fees in terms of
raising or lowering them."
In
response to Hoffman's requests
the State Board appointed a
committee consisting of administrators, student government
leaders, athletic department
personnel,
and alumni, and
directed
that committee
to
collect all available data for the
October' State Board meeting.
The board denied the request to
place a moratorium on athletic
fees reasoning "the fee has
already been passed and will not
be acted upon until the October
meeting," according to Butch
Alfred, President of the State
Board.

(

ogists from Boise State
University have received
a
contractto 'map uranium deposits in the Gas Hills area of
Wyoming, 100 tniles west of
Casper.
, "principle investigator
Jim
Applegate, professor Paul Donaldson and five BSU students
spent the last three weeks in
Wyoming conducting seismic
tests ,that will pinpoint the
uranium deposits.
Their study will take· six
months. Three weeks of that will
be spent 'at the Wyoming site.
The research is bein,g funded

by a $75,000' grant from the'
Energy and Resource Development Agency (J;:RDA). It .is
administered
by the Bendix
Field Engineering Corporation
and equipment is provided by
Geophysical Services, Inc.
In addition to his leadership of
. this study, Applegate has done
other geological investigations
at Raft River, Cascade, Portneuf
Valley, and the Boise Front.
Students on the project are
Kirk Vincent, Ptent Kallenberger, Don Foss, and Steve
Harris, 'a)1 Boise, and Tracy
Moens,' Coeur d'Alene.

MORMONISM,
SHADOW OR REALITY

By Jerald and StmdraTanner
Is The Mormon Church the True Cl1urch?
Dees Joseph Smith qoal1fyns atme prophet?
Should the Book of, Mormon & other Mormon works be
considered scriptures?
Whatls' the Temple Ceremony & where did It originate?
The answers to these & many other questions are contained in
this book by Jerald& Sandra Tanner, former Mormons. Their'
.. book is perphaps the most complete research work on the
Mormon Church compiled in one volutne(811z '~x11", 587 pages).
HARDBOUND.~
S9.95

PLASTIC COVER

:

$7.95

The Students
International
Meditation Society (SIMS). club
on campus has announced. its
first public lecture uf the school
year. SIMS will be discussing
the benefits of the Transcendental Meditation
technique
Wednesday,
Sept. 7 at 7:30
p.m. in the S.U.B .. Senate
Chambers.
TM is already well-known to
be an effective means of deep
rest and a basis for more
dynamic activity, though it is
much more than that. Among
the scientifically 'documented
benefits of TM are: improved
. physical health, academic performance,
and extension
of
athletic
ability .. Almost 15
percent of all major league
hockey players and a slightly
smaller percentage
of major
league baseball players practice
TM.
Our lecture will include an
in-depth discussion ofthe recent
scientific research at Maharishi
European Research University
(MERU) in Weiggis, Switzerland. Exactly
as scientists
interested
in the stars -have
traditionally been attracted to
Mt.: Palomar to study, MERU
today attracts many of the most
brilliant scientists in the world,

-PB~ presents
"/ncluding

Geologists receive contract

Meditators' announce
first public lecture

Me"

State Board calls
l'no-pay"districts

documentary
abo'-!tspecia.l education

INCLUDING ME;, documentary
moving testimony to the human
about special education of the
will to achieve.
.
handicapped, will be broadcast,
Public Law 94-142, the Educaby KAID TV September 15, at 9" tion for All Handicapped Child-'
p.m. The PBS special offers a ren Act, which is the focus of
wonderful opportunity to begin " INCLUDING
ME,wili
be
to change attitudes
toward 'explored in a follow-up program
children with disabilities. The at 10 p.m, September .15 on
fihp'1i, portrayal of six young
KAID. TV. 94-142, specially
lives is a 'moving statement of produced by KAID TV is hosted
• the human qualities we all by Marion Summers who is a
share. Each profile touches on student in special education at
significant, themes that can 8.S.U. and a member of State_
heighten, public awareness of Special Education
Advisor~
the needs,
.problems,
and
Council. '94-142 will be made up,
.aspirations of handicapped peo-, of a panel of professional
pie. The program shows how educators and concerned pareach individual has reached his ents who will discuss
the
maximum potential through
implicatlonsrof
the federal
early special educational oppor- . government's
recent committunities and intense. personal
rrient to special
education.
struggle .. Parents of children
94-142 will examine what 'this
with special educational needs,
new law will mean to the system
educators, and others who want of education in the State .of
to learn more about this new Idaho; The program will also be
approach to special education,
used as a tool to get inform~tion
will find INCLUDING ME a' for the deaf.

asu ·off.ers

and the subject of thier studies
is conciousness - verifying it as
the field of all possibilities.
Findings
of the .myriad
traditional scientific disiplines
have implied the existence of
one underlying field of investigation; the current
MERU
activities surrounding the field
of consciousness are the fruits
and the realization of traditional
studies.
Results unprecedented
in
established'
scientific 'records
show that practitioners of the
TM technique are experiencing
a high- degree of mind-body
co-ordination. As the mind and
body become more and· more
co-ordinated through the practice of TM, and as stress is
eliminated
from the nervous
system in a very easy and
natural way, both the physiology and the nervous system
become stronger,
so health
improves greatly,
the mind
becomes clearer, and we all
begin to make (ewer and fewer
mistakes. Eventually, when we
have full mind-body coordination (full use of both mental and
physical potential),
we will
function-in complete accord with
the home of all the laws of
nature, and then/there anything
is possible.

1

~ The S.tate Board of Education.
passed a strong, enforcement
policy affecting districts that
employ missassigned teachers,
According to Dr. Don Williams,
the plan calls for no pay to
distriets in which teachers are
not teaching in their area of
expertise and where unsatis- ..
factory efforts have been made
to rectifyy.the
situation.
Williams added that "districts
will be afforded a one year grace
period to' implement the recommendations"
and that if they
don't funds will be withheld
until satisfactory efforts have
been made.
.
Williams went on to say that
there
is a possibility
that
teachers who may have majored .
in one area that have been
teaching
in 'another
for. a
. number of years' might receive
credit . for' their .:practical experience 'and continue to teach
that course without the district
being penaliZed.
.'

new honors' 'courses

Please allow 3·4 .weeks for"delivery.

.

SPECIAL
Student Offer-o.nly$5.95·
Plastic Cover

Make checks payable to:
BO/SECHRIST/AN OUTREACH
'P.O. Box 335'6 Boise, Idaho 83703

The Duisa State University'
Honors Program is offering two
honors colloquia worth 3. credits
,each for upperdivision students
for the.l977 fall semester. This
is the fii'st time courses of tlUs .
kind have been offere!;l here.
Dr: YOZo'T~edais
teaching
Early,
Japanese
CultureHP492(02) which is an interdis-

ciplinary inquiry into selected
topics from aeSthetics, llistory
and literature of Japan from its
early, beginnings to mid-nine'teenth ,century. 'Anyone.co~.
sideringthis;dass
must have the
instructor's permission.
The other CQurseis entitled The
Charismatic
Lea.derin
the
Modern' Third World:
.A

Comparative
Study~iw492(Ol)
and is . taught by Dr. Peter
Buhler.
.
There are stU) a number of
openitigsinboth
of these
ctasses... Anyone interested is
encouraged to contact either the
... in~ctor
. orcau
the Honors
I>rQgram office (1~22)•.

I
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RomanCathol ic theology'

Gonzaga to Open
extension
I'

Southwest Idahoans who would like to study Roman Catholic
theology will have the opportunity to do so beginning in·
October when Gonzaga Univer'sitywill
open an extension
campus in Boise.
The local campus of the
Spokane Jesuit University will
be located at Bishop Kelly High .
School, 7009 Franklin Road.
Rev. Peter Stravinskas, religion'
department chairman at Bishop Kelly.Js the local coordinator of
the program.
According to Father Stravinskas, the program will eventually offer a full complement of
courses
in history,
dogma,
literary, biblical studies and
religious education. The program is under the direction of Dr.
Leonard Doohan of the Gonzaga
religion studies department and
courses .will be taught
by
Gonzaga professors andqualified local .uctors
approved,
by the uni~ty.
The Boise program will begin
Oct. 5, with the
course,
'Inrroduction to the Old Testament.The initial course will be
conducted
each Wednesday
evening through Dec. 7. The
second semester course, The
Prophets of Israel, will begin in
January.

,

ASBSU Personnel Selection
Committee has announced that
the following positions are open
and interviews
will begin
September 14, 1977. Applicants
must have a GPA of 2.00 or
above.

<'
"1.

.,

~\

Teacher

Student Services Director
ArbitorEditor
Election Board Chairperson

Election Board Vice
Election Board 'Secretary
Election
Board Assistant
to
Chairperson
,
Business Manager
. Health Sciences Senator
Af(.s and Sciences Senator
Broadcast Board Chairperson
Broadcast Board ---6 positions
,>';' Financial Advisory Board-v-J
positions

WELCOME TODSU
•~"'''U.tU''''''''U''''''II'''IIIt'I'II''''''I......i,,,,,,,'','"'''V

.~SPECIAL
STUDENT
PRICES~..
:&
_
D'Arches 140 lb. Watercolor Paper
reg. $2.10 NOW 51.68.

hold

HUNTERS- Save This Ad

bar-b-que

. The BSU College Republicans
are off toa
fast start this
semester with a Bar-B-Que at
the house 01 Dick Buxton, Ada
County Rep\uilil;an Chairman.
Future events are a swim
party, voter registration drive,
and having local, state and
national candidates as well as
office holders address the" club.
All students
are invited to
attend any and all functions. For
further information on member-'
ship in the club, call Larry
Johnson at 376·3070
Marshall at 345-1400.
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With every purchase of
Herman's Survivors
you will receive a coupon
giving yob. your first 20 Ibs.
of this season's venison
custom cut.
Absolutely Free.
We also specialize in outdoor
wool clothing.

344-3821

or Jim
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9am';5:30pm
Art Supply
820 Jefferson
. Phone 343·2564 .
Monday·Frlday
9am-S:3Opm

.

TAKE ~ADVANTAGE OF OUR GRAND
. OPENING. SAVE $50.00 ON TUITION ::
THRU SEPT. '15,1977~"

. .Rernember,readingis
thebe-sis. of.all=
.... .eQucQtiQnand>knowledg~.
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SPEEDREADINGcourses now offered in Boise. If
you are interested in a State Licensed
Speedreading Course with small classes, licensed
teachers, and guaranteed success, call and make
an"appointment with 'our Reading Councelors .
fora free evcluctlonofvour present Teading skills

.

Mon.-Fri.
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Luxo Art Lamp
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Prospective registrants should contact the school systems
in which they seek employment,
their colleges. or appropriate
educational association for advice about which examinations
to take and when to take them.
The Bulletin of Information
for Candldates contained a list
test centers and general information about the examinations, as .
well as a registration
form.
Copies may be obtained from
college placement officers, school personnel departments, or
directly from National Teacher
Examinations, Box 911, Educational Testing -Service, Princeton,' New Jersey 08540

BSU .Republicans

Wood Sketch Box 12in. x 16in.. '
reg. $15.00-511.88
•
reg. S21.50NOW

dotes

test

sidered .by many large school
districts as one of several factors
. in the selection of new teachers
and used by several states for
the credentialling of teachers or
licensing of advanced candidates.
Some colleges
require
all
seniors preparing to teach to
take the examinations.
On each full day of testing,
registrants may take the Common Examinations, which measure their professional preparation and general. educational
. background. and/or an Area
Examination
that measures
. their-mastery of the subject they
expect to teach.
.

Students completing teacher
preparation programs and advanced' degree
canidates
in
specific fields may take, the
National Teacher Examinations
on any of three different test
dates in 1977-78. Educational
Testing Service, the nonprofit,
educational
organization
that
administers this testing program, said today that the tests
will be given November 12,
1977, February 18,~ 1978, and
July 15. 1978. at nearly 400
locations throughout the United
States:
.
Results
of the National
Teacher Examinations are eon-

In future years the course
schedule will be expanded to
include all areas of theological
inquiry, Father Stravinskas said
Fees for the program vary
according to the type of college
credit each student
wishes.
Aperson auditing the course (no
credit) will be charged $25 per
course; undergraduate
college
.credit will cost$70 per course,
and graduate college credit will
cost $100 per course ..
Father Stravinskas said it is
possible to earn as many as 30
undergraduate or graduate credits in the program over the
course of ~several years. A
student may pursue a masterof
arts degree in theology by
satisfactorily
completing
30
credits in the program, he said ..
Two credits are given for each
course satisfactorily completed.
Any interested person may
participate
in the courses,
Father Stravinskassaid.
The
program is designed to suit the
, needs and interests of a wide
variety of possible students, he
added.
For further information, plca-.
se write or call Father Peter M.
J. Stravinskas, Bishop Kelley
High School, 7009 Franklin
ROad,Boise,
83705, (208)
375·6010.

Examination

different
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The BSU Student Senate met for
the first regular session of the
year Tuesday, at 3:40 in the
Student Senate Chambers. The
first business discussed was
presented by Mike Hoffman,
President
of the Associated
Student Body. Hoffman presented three of the issues he would
be discussing with the State
Board at its next meeting ia
Sandpoint. The most important
topic he brought up was the
tension caused in the legislature
by the recent court decision
which in effect allows alcohol to
~e cosumed on campus.
Hoffman said he was informed that the State Board of
Education was under pressure
from members of the legislature
to amend the recent course
taken on the alcohol problem.
Unless measures
are taken
by the
State Board, measures
would be' taken by the legislature, possibly raising of the
legal age ,back to twenty-one .•
The State Board had been
instructed to act soon on. this

issue under the Administrative
Procedure dause of the Idaho
Code, if "public imminent peril
exists" .
Hoffman suggested that even
if the State Board acts with
restrictive
measures,
there
, would still be enough gained to
hold offon any further action by
'the combined Idaho Students
toward gaining more rights.
Senator Craig Hurst concurred
with this "analysis noting that
(the students), C041d stand a
chance of losing, the whole
thing."
.
Senator Botimer agreed; "I
don't want to see the students
really put down."
When Senator Johnson asked
if there was a chance the state
Board would consider accepting
an already formulated policy by
the ASB .Hoffman replied in
the negative.
The State ,Board, Hoffman
added,could
possibly set up
guidelines which would hall any
form of open consumption on
campus while allowing quiet

•

I 5

traffic court. This, he said,
would save money, and make
more funds available for campus
use.
Hoffman also mentioned that
he had received a letter from the
National Energy Conservation
Challenge, 'a college group,
challenging BSU to accept a
proposal in which BSU would
attempt
various
on-campus
measures to cut down on energy
use.
A Landlord-Tenant pamphlet
will be published soon detailing
the rights and duties of parties
to a housing contract. These
could be picked up from the
Boise State legal representative
in the Senate offices from ten to
one Tuesdays and Fridays, and
one-thirty to four-thirty Wed·
nesdsy.
Hoffman also mentioned that
students were needed to be on
the committee to review the
food service contract; The
committee will be investigating
the contract early this time
because of the problems with

drinking in the rooms of the
dorm students.
President Hoffman also asked
the senator's opinions on the
issue of spending the students
.rnoney on athletics. The State
Board, he said, would like to get
a better answer to. the question
of whether to spend money on
, athletics than "just that' they
don't like to pay." "Tell us
whether or not you want it",
was their question
to the
students. He proposed a comrnittee be set up by the senators
to discuss the issue, while at the
same time recommending to the
State Board a moratorium on an
increase
of fees until the
students are sure of whether
they want the athletic programs
or not.
On the issue of on-campus
parking he discussed the possibility of setting up a: university
takeover of the total parking
responsibility,
with an intern
policing program being designed for students. This would
possibly include an on-campus
-e

Kepler chosen' new Dean, of'
'"

'trnhs

, By Mary
Due to the retirement of Dr.
Joseph Spulnik, Dr. William
Kepler has been chosen as the
new dean of the School of Arts
and Sciences.
He arrived in'
Boise from Eastern
Illinois
University, where he held the
position of Assistant' to the
Provost. He received his B.S. in
zoology and chemistry from the
University of Miami, his M.S. in
biological sciences from the
University of Illinois and his
Ph.D in genetics
from the
University of Illinois.
Kepler
was a genetic counselor at the
University of lIIinois Medical
School and during the summer '
has (lone research at Arizona
. .State University and Oregon
State University.
He is well
known for a book, entitled
Biology Today wl.ich he coauthored. 'He is a member of,
Phi Kappa Phi, Sigma Xi, arid
'Phi Beta Kappa, and received
the Distinguished
Faculty A·
ward. Dr. Kepler 'jsa
softspoken, gentel man of many
talents and varied interests. He
is vitally interested
in' such
causes as preserving the redwoods in California, preventing
the "needless
killing ofpor.
poises," the conservation of our.
nation's
primitive areas .and
overpopulation.
But Dean
Kepler is absorbed with, his new
'position as Iiason between the
administration and the faculty,
and with forming his planSfor
th~:futul'e.
' '

__

-

"I'm interested in what I call
the ABC plan, and that is an
"Academically Balanced Curri
cuiurn. " One that has quality
and -at the same time would
allow and provide for a wide
choice for students to major in,
in the traditional disciplines of
Arts and Sciences."
Kepler has some very firm
ideas as to what improvements

a great deal of attention. "My
most pressing need and demand
as a dean is to get Fine Arts and
Humanities
building.
Quite
(rankly I'm more interested in
this than any sports pavilion,.
because I feel that the fine arts
at ,ijSU have not been empha
sized as they should. That is my
opinion and I' don't share
anybody else's on the' admin-

-[photo by Rob Wffilams]
must be made.at BSU. He sees
the Performance Arts such as
Music, Theatre Art's, Art and
Communication as the area of
that school.that especially needs

t d

istration.
I think that Boise,
being.the capital city of Idaho,
being its largest city, ought to.
. also bethecultural
center and it,
.seems ~o Ille that logically the

the last contract. The previous
contract was disputed due to the
quality of the organization
contracted
and the lack of
student input. into the company
chosen to run the' food-service.
Eventually the first signatory,
Saga foods, was dropped and
the present company ARA was
resigned
for another
three
years.
The Senate in its a business
removed from Rene Clements'
Student
Services
budget a
Student Data Processing Manager service' award of sixty-dollars a month. According to
Clements, the position would
have helped to increase the use
of the student tutoring program
by the students who need that
service.
The Senate also agreed to
send into committee the consideration of aspects to the funding
of the Athletic program and its
use to the Student Body.
In a unanimous decision the
senate approved the- move of
their offices to the Senate
Chambers.

rts and ,Sciences

cultural center ought to be,
housed at a university, and it
naturally identifies BSU to be
the leader.
I think that our music and
Theatre
Arts facilities
are
abysmal. There is a pressing
need. and a great demand for
classroom space, faculty, offices,
recital areas, a general-purpose
theatre, as well as multi-pur
pose classrooms and a large
lecture hall. I would consider
that a failure if I.did not succeed
with the new president."
The new Dean would like to see
.a department of philosophy. "I
do not believe that you can ever
have a university with a School
of .Arts and Sciences' without
having a department of philos
ophy, Philosophy is something
. that you're never going to make
money out of it and it's' never
going to be high in terrnsof .a
, large student enrollment, but
you're-never a university, tri my
opinion, if you don't have a
separate
department
of phi
losphy."
Kepler thinks that there is a
great opportunity for foreign
languages at Boise. State .. He
would like to develop a Slimmer
p.rogram which would empha
size Basque culture.
He is
involved in planning a summer
prog~am for . Chicanos . 'also; '
"When one considers that. one
out of every eight people in
Idaho is of Chicano heritage it
seems to me -that we should be
doing something in that field fOr

our minority college students.
"Sometime in the dear future
Kepler would like to have 25 to
50 Chicano
students
in the
summertime
on a federally
funded program and place them
into some English classes to
, prepare them for the fall so that
they 'may join the general
.student population more easily.
As far as the sciences are
concerned, Kepier in interested
in developing
career-oriented
student in Biology,' Chemistry, -r
Geology, Engineering, Physics"
Mathematics
and a new pro
gram in Construction Manage
ment, A Physics baccalaureate
degree
progr1un
has been:
instituted, commencing this fall.
Kepler would like the School of
Arts and Sciences to offer
baccalaureate degree programs
in Anthropology and in Criminal
Justice.
Dr. William Kepler has not
been idle in the past nor should
he be expected to be idle in the
future. He is' a humanist who
believes in an individual taking
. decisive action for or against a
cause. Perhaps, he can best be
understood by a: quote he has
chosento use on occasion:
"1 am only one
But stilt' I am' one
I cannot do everything
But stillLean
do something
And' bet3use
I cannot do
everything
Iwi1l
not refuse
to do
somethingtllat
r cando."

Sf
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State Boctrdargues Campus alcohol ~onsumpfion policy
(continued from page 1)
mously that they were opposed
to such a change iii the policy
. that would grant' them that'
authority
because they
are
ultimately bound to State Board
Policy, As far as promulgating
the alcohol policy under the
emergency clause of the APA
Milt Small advised .the Board
that;
"I think you should know that
in all probability if you do go
with the emergency clause, of
the APA the students will likely
ask for an injunction and we
have legal advice that there is a
very strong chance that the
injunction' will be given" in
" whichcasewe
would be right
back , where we started." ~
.

.

J.P. Munson added, in eferenceto the Alcohol Policy b . g
considered as anemergenc
item, "I don't think that chaos
can reign while we go. through
the APA, and that was the issue
upon which thecotirt nailed this
Board on our past policy - • the
fact that we hadn't
gone
through the APA -·1 don't think
it is that much of an ernergency." .The method used in introducing the Alcohol Policy met with
strong student resistance. Ac·
cording
to Mike Hoffman.
ASBSU President, "the justification cited for introducing this
issue as an emergency item
uhder the APAis. unfounded."
Concerning the State Board's

'.

Janet Hay, Sta~ Board of EdacatJon: "(SenatorLCon Swenson] wishes
that this board woaJd adopt an, alcohol' polley under the emergency
, provisions of the AdmlnlstratJve Procedures Act ••••"
,
p~oto courtesy of the Statesman.

municipal ordinance
analysis"
Hoffman said,
"It's really silly because it
would be just as easy to publish
the municipal "ordinances and
make them known to students as
itwouldbe
to 'publish a new
State Board Policy."
Hoffman went on to say, "The
Board is also concerned with the
fact that there are a number or'
students who~re
not of legal
drinkingage. Thisperhaps
is a
more valid concern, but something that I think 'can, be
controlled .on campus,"
He added, "To the best of my
knowledge, 'no problems have
resultedon any of the campuses
these ,past .three months in
'which no' alcohol policy has
existed, and there is absolutely
no justification 'for the Board to
enact the alcohol policy under
Emergency Proceedings."
Bill Snyder, student attorney,
stated that the emergency
action taken by the board is just
a rationalization by the Board,
and he posed the question"1f in
fact there .'JIeeds to be a policy,
then-Why
don't' you hold
hearings
as the legislature
suggests and find out if there is
a need?" He also charged "If'
you're talking about an emergency, you don't have one, and
you don't have one shred of
evidence before you to indicate
there is an emergency;"
In .response to-Snyder's testimony, Dr. John Swartley
(board member)
stated,
-t
suggest there is an emergency
and make a motion as such."
The motion making the alcohol
policy an emergency item for
enactment
'passed, S-2 ,with
, Seppiand Munson against.
Concerning the Alcohol Policy.
Dr. Roy Truby, State Superintendent oT Schools, posed the
question on, itemS,
"what
sanctions do we have to regulate
the visitors and guests
at
universities?"
Milt Small replied that local enforcement
officials would be called on to
enforce breach of the peace if
visitors choose not to comply,

Mike Hoffman, ASBSU president: "There Is absolutely no JustlOcatJon
for the State Board of EducatJon to pass this alcohol polley' as an
emergency Item under the Administrative Procedures Act."
presuming they are 'violations
of the law. Dr Truby followed
that, explanation.
with the
following question, "On the
visitor's side, do they have to be
publioally drunk before we
enforce the law?" In other'
words is there equity on both
sides of the stadium?
Milt
Small's reply was "I can't give
you an answer."
Student leadersthroughout
the
state are, dissatisfied with the
policy. Carol Weber; LewisClark
State College Student President

stated "J feel we are being
discriminated
against. as siu~
dents by nor.allowing students'
to consume 'alcohol in the
dormitory 01: any other dorncile.',; Mike, Hoffman ASBSU
President stated, "I" don't 'see
where they have any grounds at
this point. to prohibit alcohol on
campus, I would like to seethe
prohibition lifted."
The 'first vote on the main
motion to implement the 'Alcohol Policy passed 6·1 with J.P.
Munsen voting no.

~

,

Horse, diseose invading Idaho and, human' population
Western Equine Encephalitis"
(WEE) is a virus disease
transmitted
to horses
and
humans by mosquitoes. Infection may range from unnoticed-vto a mild fcver-to.a more
serious infection involving parts
of the brain arid central nervous
system. Infections in humans,
are usually unnoticed, or mild,
but if more severe-are indicated by a fever, onset of muscle
aches and pains, stiff neck,
headache and sleepiness; and in
even more' severe cases-vdisor[entation,
unconsciousness,
convulsions,
tremors of the
eXtremities' and .occasionajly.·
paralysis and death •.Permanent
nervouS system damage, can
occuf ••especially
in children.
but it is not commoll' ,There is
no 'specific antibiotic or other
treatment.,
" .,' , '
This is a virols disellse with a
reservoir in birds. and perhaps.
reptiles. Past ' expe*nce ,.bas
indicated that ,the JevelofvtrUs

,

11

;

in the resevior animals and
birds is sufficiently high for us
to start having human cases'
when about fifteen cases have
been reported in horses. The
Idaho Department of Agricul-'.
ture has informed US that a
survey of only a small number of
veternarians has revealed confirmed-and 'probable Western
Equire Encephalitis (WEE) in
about twenty-five horses in an
area extending from Weiser to .
South Central Idaho; with most
of those-occuring
.in' an area
extending from Star to Emmett.
Idaho. No cases' of WEE, have
been reported in humans.
, WEE occurs in an irregular
cycle over the years, aild since
we hav~ had several years of.
relativelowncidence,
it is about'
time that we have an upward
cycle of more cases, This year.
~e drought arid lesser water
supplies may be helping us \'Vith
a ,lower num~rof cases than we '
might0therwis~ haye .ltad.

Physicians are being alerted
to watch for cases 'in humans
and obtain those paired blood
samples' two weeks apart·-which
will help the health .departmeat
'confirm the presence of WEE in
humans .and will also determinethe need for more control
'activities,

At this time, individuals
should start their own personal
mosquito
control programs:
good screens on the house.
space spraying before going to
bed, and the use of mosquito
repellents. "AdiIltsandchildren
should not be sitting" outside
'passively allowing mosquitos to

bite them, Adults who see their
, children swatting mosquitos on
their armsr.and
legs while
playing
should
put insect
repellent on them. Children and
adults outside when mosquitos
, are ptesent, should use liquid or
cream insectvrepellant,
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pinion
editorial------~

StcteBoard cries wolf
It has been said "what you don't know won't hurt you" and it
appears as though the State Board of Education adheres to that
philosophy when it concerns the Alcohol Policy for the students
throughout the state of Idaho., Under a guise of the Emergency
Clause of the Administrative Procedures Act 'the State Board
introduced an alcohol policy that, until that time, had never been
viewed by anyone for analysis or consideration.
It is interesting to note that a few months ago Ed Binniot,' then
President of the State Board, testified before the Joint Education
Committees andstatedthat "we have not, are not, and never will
be under the jurisdiction of the Administrative Procedures Act."
It seems clear that the Board still carries that belief in light of
" th~ methods utilized in introducing the Alcohol Policy at their
Septv I, 2 meeting at Sandpoint, Idaho. Rather than honor the
intent of that legislation they have chosen to disabuse its purpose
and ignore its significance. According to the A.P. A" al1 items to
be discussed at Board meetings must be listed on the agenda.
The State Board chose not to list the Alcohol Policy on the
agenda and instead introduced it as an emergency' item.
Realize that Idaho's student governments were not afforded an
opportunity
to prepare
their arguments,
nor were they'
permitted, with such short notice, to prepare alternate alcohol
proposals that would best suit the needs of the students at each
institution. Under the Emergency Clause of the APA the State
Board was allowed to forego the guidelines of the act an shut off
student input. At this point you might say that the State Board of
Education is pretty tricky. Well, that's true; however, their
trickiness in this instance is about two notches below perverted
deception.
After examining the substance of the Emergency clause of the
APA it states that an emergency item may be acted upon by the
Board if the issue places the public good in imminent peril. To
the best of my knowledge "imminent peril" implies a danger or
removal from safety, and I challenge the State Board of
Education to answer this editorial with any explanation they can
offer that justifies the action they have taken on the alcohol
policy under the Emergency Clause of the AP A.
In my opinion the State Board has displayed a lack of
competence and abuse of their appointments,
by thwarting
students, who under the law, should be given the opportunity to
express their views in a clear, concise, and romprehensive.
manner. It is indeed difficult for our student government
leaders to do so without any advance notice of the material that
will be discussed at State Board meetings.
The next question you might be asking yourself is: Why? Why
does the State Board of Education choose to behave in this
fashion? Well, I don't know, but if the "what they don't know
won't hurt them" attitude towards students persists, student
governments throughout the state will be forced to initiate legal
suits to protect their constitutional rights. In fact, I would urge
student governments
to file an injunction against the State'
Board on this recent alcohol. decision. Legal suits may be time
consuming and costly, yet they might serve as a reminder to the'
State Board of Education that we are a government of law's, and
not a government of men.
. J. P.
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by Chuck Bufe
If you're among those of us who feel that the
only proper 'responses to the presence of
poodles or pekingese are to l)step onthem, 2)
barbecuei.them,
cheer up: we've been
vindicated. A report in the August 21st issue of
the Journal
of the American
Medical
Association indicates .that there is a strong
likelihood that small dogs are an important
factor in causing multiple sclerosis in their
masters,
The study reported in the Journal showed
thatof 50 MS patients surveyed, 46 had been in
. , close contact with small dogs before contracting
, the illness. The study buttresses a survey of MS
patients conducted earlier this year by, two
British physicians which showed that 26 of the
29 patients they polled had owned small dogs
prior to the onset of MS.
How much' longer, will it be before we're
admonished' with the words "Warning: The
Surgeon
General
Has Determined
That
Stroking Poodles Is Dangerous
To Your
Health?"
4
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If -you're
under
the impression
that'
expressions of' dissent in the Soviet Union are
being made only by members of the soviet
scientific-cultural
elite, scientists,
writers,
artists,
etc., think again. .Four Lativian
dockworkers are currently" imprisoned for
"defaming the Soviet state and social system."
The four.SergiFrolov,
Janis Varna, Mikhail
Larchenkov and Anders Goldberg are thought
by soviet authorities to have led a strike in the
Baltic port city of Riga last spring (all strikes are
illegal. in the U.S;S.R' the "reasoning" being
that since the state represents the interests of
the working. class «lnofflclal mythology, if not
,in .f~ct _. ~triking workers are theoretical1y
striking against themselves, and if they're too
dumb to understand that" they deserve to be
jailed). The reason for the'strike?
For some
strange,
counterrevolutionary
reason the
dockers objected to unloading meat bound for
"beryoska," the.special stores for Communist
Party and government bigshots, during a period
when restaurants,
factory cafeterias,
and
ordinary, stores had al1 temporarily quit serving
meat ..
J

(thanks to thelndu.strfal Worker
for the above .information)

The administration of Mister Human Rights.
has of late been showing its true trilateral
colors. If anyone has any lingering doubts that
Carter's human rights campaign -is anything
other thana convenient stick with which to beat
the Kremlin, she should take' a look' at the
Carter Administration's
handling
of the .
Nicaraguan situation.
Nicaragua, unlike the U.S.S.R., is one place
where the U.S. has, to 'say .the least,'
considerable influence, Nicaragua has'been the '
victim of ,128 years of U.S.intervention: both
, economic and military. From 1909 to 1933 the
. country was sporadically occupied by U.S.Marines. Between 1927 and 1933 a Vietnam style
guerilla war was fought, the adversaries being
the yanqui occupation' forces and Nicaraguan
patriots led by Gen. Cesar Sandhill:
During the course of that conflict, the U.S. hit
upon the idea of a "Nicaraguanization"
project,
aprecursor of sorts of Nixon's "Vietnamization" program. The main focus of the U.S.effort
was the formation of the 'Nicaraguan National
Guard, a force which combines the functions of
the police and the military. The U.S. organized,
trained, and equipped the guard, and placed at
its. head General Anastasio Somoza Garcia. In
1934 Somoza's henchmen assasinated Sandino;
Somoza and his heirs, currently Anastasio
Somoza Debayle, have ruled Nicaragua since
that time, with virtually no opposition.
In 1961 left-wing
university
students
organized the Sandinsta National Liberation
Front,(FSLN), in an effort to 'oust the Somozas.
While the organization is still in existence, it is,
and has been,
most
notable
for its
ineffectuality. The Front is currently 'estimated
to have 50 members. out of a population of 2
million Nicaraguans. ..
Perhaps the most surprising thing about the
Front is its isolation and ineffectiveness, for if
ever' a country seemed ripe ..for revolution.
Nicaragua is it; Better than half of the
Nicaraguan people are peasants receiving one
, of the lowest per capita incomes, less than $120
annually, in, any of .the Latin ~merican ~
countries., Fifty per cent of the cultivated land is
,occupied ,by 1,800 ranches; the remaining 50
per .cent accommodates 96,000' small farms.
Two hundred thousand
peasants,
1/10 of
.Nicaraglla'spripulation,
are landless. The
Somozafamily, In contrast, owns in excess of 5
million acres.
Conditions for Nicaraguan wage-workers
(continued, on page 16)'
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Book Store fends off bankruptcy
EdJter, the arbiter

started to add up to what I have
already. related previously.
In case the admInIstration and
the Book Store are wondering
about my intent, this is just a
thank you note. I consider it an
honor and a privilege to work
two.jobs while attending school,
so I can buy used, out ofprint
textbooks to keep our fine
bookstore in business. I would
also like to thank the admInlg·
tration for cooperating with the
store on this matter. Finally I
believe a special thanks should
go to all of the prosperous
students who enrolled in this
course, they have helped the
administration
help the Book
Store avert financial disaster.

Dear Sirs,
I found a recent article .on the'
Book Store extremly interesting.
Mr. Mungrave stated that the
. administration won't allow the
Book Store to lose money. In
light of this, I would like to
·relate an incident which occured
this summer.
I enrolled in a General Biology ,
course this summer for which I
had to buy a book. When I
*'picked it up I noticed that they
all looked used but didn't think
much of it at the time. During
the first week the instructor
made it clear that the book
wasn't current but he had no
control over the textbook selection. He also stated that the
department doesn't use the text
normally and to please excuse
someoutdated
portions .of the
book. ldidn't think much of this
at the time either,
At the end of the summer I
wentto get a refund on the book
as I normally do with courses
well removed from my major.
When I tried to get my' inoney
back the gentleman looked at
me like I was crazy. He said
there was no way he' could
refund the money because the
text had long since 'been out of
print. Considering the cost of
the text I was a little confused
and angry at the time. After
some careful thought it all

.

Mlchtlel J. Price

f,nstructor
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understands
difficulty
It seems that several students
. in one of my classes last spring
were concerned about the rapid
pace of the course. Each of
those who complained to that
effect on the written 'evaluation
wrote that I went "to (sic) fast."
Now I can .understand why
those students might have had
difficulty maintaining the pace.
,
F. Ward
'

ASBSU
by MIke HoO'mlUl
Have you ever been ripped off
by a fly by night salesman? Lost
a cleaning deposit to a landlord
under suspicious circumstances? Been through an expensive
divoree.?Had
'to have your
insurance
Company pay for
minor damages
to another
automobile when you ddn't feel
it was your fault?
If you have been involved in'
one of the aformentioned
situations, you will understarid
the significance of the newest
service the ASBSU is offering
the students.
For the past few years, ASBSU
has' retained an attorney, Mr.
Bill Snyder, to provide legal
advice to students. This has
been a successful program,
benefitting a great many individuals. Now, ASBSU is proud
to announce an expansion in the
legal service program. Beginning September
1977, Mr.
Snyder will be representing
students
in court
in the
following areas:
[I] Uncontested default divorces
for a fee of $50.00 plus costs (in
the event that a student's
divorce shall not be uncontest-',
cd, Attorneys
may either
withdraw
'or enter
into a
separate written agreement for
the payment of fees directly to
Attorneys on a mutually agreeable basis);
..
[21 Minor property' damage
and/or personal injury cases
resulting from automobile negligencc, plus costs;

•
legal service
[3] Landlord-tenant
problems,
plus costs; and
[4] Consumer Protection Act
violations, plus costs.
(Attorneys specifically reserve
the right as a matter
of
discretion
to decline
legal
representation if the amount in
dollars sought, in damages is
less than the statutory limit
allowable in Small Claims Court
and if in the opinion of the
Attorneys the student's i~terests. are protected as well' in
Small Claims Court.)
What does this expansion in
services mean to you? To the'
ASB?
In the past, Mr. Snyder's
contract has limited what he
could do for students. He could
advised an individual as to
whether or not he had a sound
case but that's where his work
ended. Because of this many
students would drop their cases
because they couldn't afford to
pursue it with respect to either
time or money. Under the terms
of the expanded
contract,
however, Mr. Snyder will be
representing
individual students in court, doing his best to
win their case for them, This
should result in substantial
savings of both time and money
to students with legal problems:
TIle fact that a student has one
of the finest young attorneys in
Boise should give him or her the
confidence to 'pursue the resolution of his or her· problem
through the courts.

The expansion of the legal
service program
is' also of
tremendous importance to the.
student body as a whole. In the
areas of consumer protection
and landlord-tenant
legislation
there are a' number of gray
areas. Students' cases which
I concern
these two areas will
provide valuable case law which
may allow for better defense of
the rights
of the student
consumer
and the student
tenant. The fact that students
are taking an active part in
defining laws that affect students is a stip forward in the
campaign for student rights' in
, Idaho.
Remember,
this 'service is
here for you, the student. It is
being paid for .through your
student fee money. Use it to
your advantage and everyone
"will benefit.
Mr. Snyder's office is on the
second floor of the Student
Union Building near the Ada
Lounge. He is 'on campus
during
the following
time
periods for appointments.Tuesday and Thursday 10:00 am 1:00 pm ,Wednesday 1:30pm.
4:30 pm.

I
"

Appointments can be mad~ by
calling 385-1440 or 385-1547.
Ask for Betty. The number of
his law office can be obtained in
case of emergency from either:
Rene Clements,
Director of
<Student Services 385-3753 or
Mike Hoffman, ASB President
385-1547 "-

'
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People's' Lib!

Woman conditioned to accept social inferiority
k1--~

by Jean KIng
In a small mountain valley in Idaho lives a group of people with
what might be an ideal life style. The women work the land,
herd cattle, build barns, dig ditches and perform all those tasks]
ordinarily considered to be exclusively male-oriented.
Some of~
the women in the valley follow the rodeo circuit as either
professional. or amateur cowhands. During the rodeo season the
children are left at home with Daddy while Mommy is out there
taking her falls with the rest of them. Whenever a ranch hand is
needed women ate hired as a matter of course and paid the same
wages as the men. Children roam the valley more or less at will,
secure in the knowledge that someone will always be on hand if
help is needed.
Domestic decisions are' made only after
discussion and agreement is reached by both male and female.
What is this place? Is-it some kind of a Feminist---Women's
Libber commune? Could it be some sort of social experiment?
No.Oh, Nol People in the valley would be the first to hotly deny
any sort of association with any of .the Women's Lib crapl
Women's, Lib and Feminism are fighting words tq theml
Although the women in the valley have attained a life of equality
with their mates, society has so thoroughly socialized them into
thinking of themselves as naturally inferior, that they have quite
simply lost their perspective.
When women are necessary to the economic life of a society,
their supposed inferiorities are conveniently forgotten. Look at
the pioneer woman. She fought Indians. built homes, cleared
land, and helped her husband grub a living from a hostile land.
where would he have been if she. had quietly stood aside and
played the helpless dependent role society assigns to her in
easier times? How fast would the West really have been won
without the pioneer woman? During the Civil War, women were
working the fields, fending stores, caring for the wounded on the
battlefields, actin~ as messengers and 'spies, without a thought
of whether or not they were capable. During World War II,
wome~ became riveters, welders, carpenters, long distance
truck drivers, etc. Nothing was mentioned about the idea that
women were not biologically suited to perform alleged male
tasks.
When women were not desperately needed to fill the economic
gaps left by men, they. suddenly become inferior people.· Then
the male reverts to the "me Tarzan, you Jane" syndrome.
When womell allow.therr.selves to be kept, they lose their status
as individuals and become objects to be possessed. Both wome~
and men arc socialized into thinking that this is the natural order
of things.
The biological inferiority of women' to men is i much-touted
myth. Actually the opposite is more nearly t~ue. lithe criteria
~Qre~al~atio~.were muscle stre~~th and sizel.othis myth of female
tnferlOrity n:llght have some vahi;hty. Woman's muscle structure
is usually somewhat weaker and smaller thall man's. But why is
this true? In tests performed on preschool children. female and
male performance is very nearly the same. If there were a
genetic inferiority, wouldn't it b e obvious fro'm birth? At about
the time childrel) enter school, the socialization into seperate sex
rolels intensifies.
Girls are deliberately and continually
pressured into not taking part in games, exercises and activities
which would develop their physical strength and size. They are
pushed into becoming the spectators to male development
-·-well, it's obvious, isn't it?
Society, and the media encourage, no, pressure women into
bei~g concerned with their bodies only in so far as developing
theIr appearance of sexuality. But that "sexuality"is defined in
male values and terminology only. They are told they must slim
down, deodorize, de-fuzz, girdle, make-up, and camouflage all
areas oftheir bodies in a desparat~ attempt to meetthe idealized
standards of the ultimate sex-object:
an ultimate sex-object
which exists only in male fantasies.
All this gfoomingand
priming takes time and energy. This is especiallYJ~ue when the
healthy physical development of the body haS. been neglected.
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Whel1 appearance
is valued above physical ana mental
something has to give. Is it any wonder that so
many of the beautiful "dolls" are such wash-outs in bed?
The American male has the inconsistent habit of choosing a
woman on the basis of physical appeal alone.·Then after the new
wears off, he complains, because they have nothing in common,
or because he is unutterable bored by her lack of character: But
who is to blame for this state of affairs? Is it the American male
because he has been socialized into thinking of women as
'~hopefully) beautiful objects to be possessed,
but not
understcod?
Or is it the American woman because she has
allowed society to force her. to become the very thing that makes
her. the most unhappy?
The question of biology. naturally brings us to a discussion of
the "abortion issue." The biggest area of misunderstanding of
this issue stems from the tendency of most people to want to
debate the morality of abortion.
. Most people immediately jump into a
(continued on page 11).
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8
By Mark Brough
1. What breed was "Mr.

ED?

2. Where did Carl Denham find
King Kong?
3. Wh-at T.V. show gave much
exposure to Paul Revere and the
Raiders?
..

4. Who said: "Beulah, peel me
a grape."

GOT. iOJR lVKEN

CDWf/Y/SJ' RtoNeU:S} JXKS)
HiPPiE:-TIffS J JOE rotRNreS,
AND ... tJf-l •...

5. In Casablanca, what was the
name of the nightclub Rick
Blaine owned?
6. The character "Dirty John"
was featured on what popular
cartoon show?

7.
In
earning
$250,000
name at

1935, four stars were
salaries' in excess of
. per year. Can you
least one? .'

8. What .pos1tion· did Bronco
Nagurski play?
9.
In what bank did Jed
C1ampett keep his $60 million?
10. In BeattIe lyrics, what man
lived in Tuscon. Arizona?
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VIT Aofficeexpansionp.lanned

,

difficulty securing 25 volunteer
students, who put in over 1,400
hours on the project.
Most remarkable fact, claims
Medlin, is the effectiveness of
the tax advice,' asrelected in a
latter IRS "error ratio" study of
the tax forms filed under VITA
office counselling.
In the first year, the error ratio
was five percent, "remarkably
low at any tax office" says
Medlin. Last year, with the
number of filings tripled, the
error ration reported by IRS
reviewers was "Iesstthan one
per cent", says Frank Needham, Boise district IRS official
who acts as the IRS Co-ordinator
for the program with-Medlin.

John Medlin, who helped bring
the IRS and BSU together on the
idea two years ago, .gives these
performance statistics for the
first two years that the office has
operated - - 1976 and 1977:
In 1976, from January
1
through April 15, the studentstaffed VITA office helped 242
taxpayers get their taxes filed
on a no-fee basis. In 1977, the
number of people who took
advantage ofthe service tripled,
to 756 individuals. '
.ill the trial year, nine volunteer
business students put in over
one hundred hours of donated'
consulting time to run the
BSU-based
office. Last tax
period, Medlin says he had no

After two years of break in
operation
as a little-known
service to Idaho taxpayers by
volunteer business students of
Boise State University, a major
promotional
push.i.is being
planned to expand BSU's VITA
office for the early' 1978
operation.
VITA (Volunteers for 'Income
Tax .Assistance) combines income tax expertise of BSU
business students with special
training and facilities provided
by the Internal Revenue Service
to help taxpayers get their 1040
and 1040A income tax forms
filled out by the annual April
deadline.
B.S.U. Business
Professor
,

leary interview ,cont, from pg. 1
or ten years anyway. Do you
foresee that at that time they'll
come down on you again? Cause
what you're talking about now is
a way for people to get away
from the control of the system
and exert some control over
themselves, and that's intolerable for the people who run this
society because they demand
total' control. Do you foresee
them going after you again~

Swiss to kick me out a~d so they
kept putting pressure on the
governments, the 'governments
that were protecting me.
Arbiter: You were the Eldridge
Cleaver in Algeria, does the fact
that he's joined the god squad
surprise you?
Leary: Well obviously Eldridge
,needs a strong dogma to preach
. . .Eldridge
thinks
in
absolutes, so it's totally logical
that he would go from one
extreme to the other.
Arbiter: Does Eldridge like to
court power? There's been a lot
of talk that Eldridge wants to be
a power broker.
Leary: He has every right to do
that. It's a free country. Every
ambitious lawyer, Democrat or
REpublican, wants to handle
• power. Ther's a caste of human
beings that do that. One thing
that I think that most people
don't understand about .Cleaver
is that it's totally traditional for
black leaders to become ministers. I can't think of one black
political leader who's not a
minister; King, Muhammad Ali,
Andrew Young, Jesse Jackson.
The reason for that is that
during
the years .of total
oppression, any black that stood
up and tried to make money, or
tried to run for office of any
power at all, was shot down
immediately,
except through
the church. The one ..place that a
black leader, charismatic' person, could' speak, could get a
following, could get enthusiasm, could get : his people
together; the one and only palce .
he could' do that ,was through
Christianity. So that's why it's
no accidnt that the charismatic
black leaders have fill become
ministers and do I think Cleaver '
has everyright to do that and
nobody should knock ,him.
People say to. me'~Is Cleaver
siucere?"lsay"l
don't know, is '
Billy. Graham sincere, is the
Pope sincere?: They're making
a lot of money on it. It's none of
,my
business,'
it's airee
country."

Leary: Oh yeah, the possibilities
of space migration
giving
freedom to people are much,
greater than even the inner
consciousness movement. The
Thing about the inner consciousness movement is that it
is inner, therefore it's invisible
and it doesn't shake -up the
social system as much as people
actual1y leaving. That's intolerable, because every country is
a prison, you have to have
I?ermission to leave, which is
cal1ed a passport, your parole
papers; if they don't like ya they
won't give ya your passport". ..
Arbiter: Ca.nyou get a passport?
Leary: No, I don't think so, but
I'm gonna try. I think things will
be eased up with a Democratic
administration.
ArbIter: Tell me, do you think
the reason the government
forced you to testify about five
year old ,dope deals was to
discredit you?
Leary: They didn't force me to
do that and I didn't testify about
anything. But that was a rumor,
and rumors were put out to
discredit me.
Arblter:There were never any
sessions where they came in and
said "Tim, tell us what you
know?"
Leary:Well Number one,they
knew more about me than I did,
since they had me tapped and
surveyed. Asa matter-of-fact, a
lot of my movements in Europe
and Africa were acturally
managed by double-agents ...
.They literally knew more, the
federal, Nixionpolice,
knew
more about what was happening
to me than I did.
Arblter:Why'd they pick you up
then?
Leary:They pressured me out of ..
Algeria, and then I went to
Switzerland.
They tried to
extradite me, then they invented the whole thing about the
Brotherhood of Eternal Love
dope conspiracy and how I was
the he~d of all that, to get the

related story
page 12
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Arbiter:' What do you think
about religious cults, especially
those which emphasize a type of
sensory overload?
Leary: SenSory overload?
Arbiter: Like Hre Krishna. At
'.'

Child Care available for
low income students
By Rick Mattoon
Child Care for low-income
students has become a reality
thanks to Child Future, Inc .. a
non-profit, non-dicriminatory
organization which operates the
Day-Care center lit 2027 University Blve.
The day care center has been
in existence since March and
has .its ,quarters
in a two
bedroom house. Because of
federal .and state regulations,
Child Futures, Inc., can only
take in 15 children, from the
ages of 2112 to school age. But
plants are under way for more
room to allow for more children
. to be enrolled.
Burgitta
Burkhart,
center
director, said there are 7 staff
members at the center, along
with parents volunteers, one
BSU social work student, and
students from the VoTech child
care departemnt Requirements
specify that one staff member

their temples they have incense
burning to take care of the
olfactory sense, constant chant" ing which takes care of speaking
and hearing, then they have
people fix on . . . . .
Leary: Mandalas?
Arbiter: Right. And then they
have people doing prayer beads,
so they're taking care of all the
senses. What's your opinion of
that type of techinque,do
you
think it's valuable or just a
A glimmer of hope appeared
means to manipulate people?
for public education teachers of
Leary: I think it's' an irrelevant
Idaho as the State Board of
Red Cross operation; (laughter)
Education unanimously approvTo deal with increasing energy,
ed the 12-12-10 budget guideto evolve, to' change, is all
line proposal for public.schools
genetically
determined,
and
September
2 at Sandpoint,
people flake out or fuse out at
Idaho. The 12-12-10 plan breaks
different levels and they have to '
down as 12 percent increase for
have a structure. It's as though
teacher salaries and w~ges, a 12
the journey stopped at different
percent
increase
to cover
motels on the way of the
operating
costs, and a 10
journey, and you get to a motel
percent increase for capital
that's' nice and you settle in
outlay. According toDoffRolley,
there and you give up the
Executive Secretary of the Idaho
journey.
So everyone who's,
Education Association. "Idaho
done that has given up the
students rank 8th in the nation
hourney.
They're
no longer'
in educational performance, and
open, they're no longer learnIdaho enrolls 98.5 percent of its
ing. The, future is obviously
eligible students yet teacher
science, becoming more intelsalaries rank 37th in the nation
ligent, but not giving up. I don't
and Idaho's average current
want to give up touch, I don't
expenditures for public educamt to give up smell, Idont
tion ranks 42nd in the nation."
to give up any of that stuff.
Rolley went on to say that
mt to be sensory, but I want
.re than that too.
.rbltcr: Docs it disturb you that
.nose c~lts have somuch appeal
for such a large number of
people?
'
. Leary:Not at all, I think that
Breast Self-Exam (BSE)' inthere's. only a certain percentstruction will be offered by the
age who are genetivcally selectCentral District Health Departed and self-selected to keep
ment starting Monday, August
moving. I want them to be
29,atthe
main office on 1455
settled in their little motels
North ·Orchard in Boise.
where they're not bothering
The class is open at no charge to
people, lind yet, if they 'came
all : wonien---thirty-fiveyears
along on the trip, we'd have to
and older who are interested in
be carrying them, we'd have to
learning how to examine their
be lifting them up, we'd have to
breasts to maintain good health.
be hypnotizing them or. doing
A two-part program is schedsomething to cool them out., so
, uled for those who eriroll. The'
let them settle in their little
first part consis'ts' of informal
hospital" stations; 'with .their'
, group instruction to discuss the
gurus and so forth. And ther's
. " various types of breast tissue,
nothing wring with it, they've
and to demonstfate the breast
taken us a step fonvard. The
self-exam
technique.
The
Hare Krishna people are better'
second part.involves a private
than the religions ofthe fifties;
exam with a registered nurse.
Atleast they're saying the right.
During this portion of the
things. They're not doing the \
program, the student will learn
right thins, but they're, saying
to ,identify and map out their
therightthing,s;
....,
o~n ,breast tissue so that they
Ne.rt . week: Leary on' space
~dl be able to intelligently
coIenIes.
'.
.
Jdentify what it is they" are
persona~'y. examining.

be allowed for every five
children, .but Burkhart noted
that the child care center allows
for more staff members per
child.
The center operated from 7:30
to 5:30. Activities' for ' the
children include arts and crafts,
music, lessons, and free play.
There is a teacher and aides at
the center and children are
dhjdedinto
age groups. Burkhart added that they often take
field trips to the .park, and
places such as the fire station.
She said that some of the
children go to Campus school
and then stay at the center until
their parents pick them up.
The c-enter is intended for
use by low-income students,
and payments are made to meet'
the needs ot the family. About 3
hardship cases are allowed,
where no payment is required,
and there are cases where the
parent can work at the center to
pay off their bill.
(continued

on page 11)

State Board. approves

teachers budget

:SSEinsfrucfion

contrary
to popular
belief,
"Idaho tax payers are not
overtaxed; in fact they rank 36th
in the nation for, taxes ~ollected
and 38th in the nation for
property taxes. " A concern
raised by Dr. Roy Truby, State
Superintendent of Public Education, was what impact" this
proposal would have on' the
general fund. It was 'speculated
that the figures could range
from five million to fifteen
million dollars. Rol1ey stated
that it, would be impossible to
measure the impact at this time,
however, Jean McAdams, President of the PTA, stated that
"the PTA supported the 12-1210
proposal because
children
should be the number one
priority and adequate money
should be provided for their
education."

offered
Classes ~i1I be scheduled in
Ada County at the main office in
Boise every Monday from 1 to 8
p.m., and every Friday from 8
a.m.ro 5 p.m, In Boise County.,
interested persons may call the
Boise office at 375-5211 to make
an appointment, or leave their
.name, address and. telephone
number for Mrs. Jean Abe,
R.N., at .the Horseshoe Bend
Elementary ,school.
Persons
living in Elmore County may
make an appointment by calling
the Central
District
Health
Department office in Mountain
Home,S87~4407. ,Residents of
ValleyCou'lty
should call the
Central District Health Department office at 382-4275 i!1
, Cascade, or 634c7194 in McCall.
Enrollment will be by previous
appointment
only.
Further
information-may be obtained by
calling Mrs. Sheila Bungard at
375~5211in .Boise.
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Ferguson ,Wagner omongschedu/ed BSUconcerf$
~

by Bud' Humphrey

"Our philosophy always has
been to provide reasonably
priced, high-quality entertainment," states Bill Kassis, Pop
Concerts chairman of the BOise
State Student Union Programs
Board. "We feel we've gotten a
wide variety ofentertainment··
from hard rock to jazz and pop."
The Programs Board has a
lineup of six concerts for the
first semester that appears to
bear that statement out. But
students will be treated to two '
top, Northwest dance bands', a
high-energy rock group, a big
jazz band, a progressive jazzrock band and a contemporary
solo pianist.
Most of the concerts scheduled will be held in the SUB

Ballroom, as they were last year
after the ban on gymnasium
concerts, There are only' 800
seats available in the ballroom,
but Kassis feels it "makes for a
more intimate type of concert.
The sound an!l general production quality is really good."
Maynard Ferguson will kick
off the ballroom concerts October 6th. Fergusen, with his
fast-paced style and a full big
band backing him up, has been
a pacesetter in jazz for years.
His most recent and most
popular recorded effort is an
.altemative arrangement of the
theme from "Rocky," his only
hit single so far.
Walt ~agner, a pianist with a
wide variety of styles, will play
in the BSU Special Events
Center
on" the nights,
of
November 3rd and 4th. At home

with classical, pop, jazz or just
about any style of Music,
Wagner has ,.iahigh
level of
energy, intensity, expressiveness, and a very commanding
presence," according to Kassis.
Jon Mark and Johnny Almond
first got together several years
ago as sidemen for John Mayall,
and recently have been playing
together as the Mark-Almond
Band, which will be appearing
in the Ballroom November 22.
Mark, who plays all manner of
guitars, .and Almond, a reed
player, combine to",make "a
progressive jazz-sound,"
says
Kassis.
'
As an end-of-semester energy
release, Kassis has tentatively
scheduled' Larry Raspbery and
-theHigh Steppers for December
6. "A high-energy, very visual
act" is how Kassis describes

this
rock-soul-honkey-tonkeyblues" group.
In addition to the Ballroom
and ,SEC concerts, Kassis has
scheduled two,2-night shows at
the Mardi Gras. .Those shows
will feature "Nasty Habit" on
September
16-17 and "Shadow" on October 28-29, both
top bands from the Northwest.
At each show, beer and wine
will be served on Friday nights
(ID's will be checked) and no
alcohol will be served at the
Saturday performance, for those
under 19 or those who don't care
to drink at all. The Mardi Gras
series, according to Kassis, in
geared toward featuring "groups who play large clubs and
very small college concerts. The
purpose of the shows is to
provide a fun type ,of, atmosphere for dancing, partyirig, et

( Day Care

cetera."
As far as plans for the second
semester's
concert schedule,
there are only possibilities; but
these possibilities include a jazz
festival, featuring high school,
college and freelance jazz bands
and name-artist
clinics;
a
stadium concert featuring nationally renowned act; and a few
names such' as Stoneground,
Mission Mountain Wood Band
and Roto,
Student ticket prices will
range around 53-$4, according
to Kassis, except for the Mardi
Gras shows, for which admission will be 52 a head. "I've
tried to get some of the best
entertainment
in the country
that isn't
really nationally
popular,
and I think
I've
succeeded," concludes Kassis.

,,,,ntum •• from p.g. 10) .

With the 'addition
of -a
refigerator and a 'stove, the
center will now offer hot lunch
and a hot breakfast for the
children. The center participate
in the USDA hot lunch program,
which helps to keep the cost of
enrollment down.
Burkhart emphasized the need,
for parents to become active in
the center, and not to regard the
center merely as a "DUMPING
GROUND". Whe encourages

)

parents to help in deciding the
center's curriculum.
The child care center is just
part of what Child's Future,
Inc., -hopes to be a bigger
program for low income! ,students. An infant center is now
being discussed, and Child's
Future Inc. wants to be a
service for parents who need
assistance
and direction
in
finding out what is available to
them as students and parents.
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Beauteous

BoIse State cheerleaders

pose be,!lI!fI~y.

[photo by Ron FefgusoD)
I

Cheer Squad travel's to Santa' Barbar(]
,..:

The Boise State cheer squad
traveled
to Santa Barbara,
California to participate in a
college spirit workshop, and
came back with a trophy for
superior performances and spirit sticks for outstanding enthusiasm.

The workshop, which went
from August 24 through the
27th was sponsorted bX United
Spirit Association, which evaluated the cheer squads. Squads
from California, Idaho, Oregon,
Utah, and Oklahoma came
together to learn new cheers

and dance routines.
Members of theBSU
squad
which attended the workshop
were Dave Barron,
Duane
Burress, LuAnn BurstedtvDenise Minor, Penne Rivers, Aleta
Sales, Jerrie Sievers, Teresa
Waldram, and Kathy Williams.

VA cautions GI BILL Bill students
The Veterans' Administration
cautions G1 Bill students that
advance payment of educational
allowances, which can amount
to as much as ,.two months'
benefits at the start of a school
term, are just that •• an advance
on future allowances.
Ifa student requests advance
payment, and the school agrees
to process it, the normal interval
until the first recurring monthly
VA check is re~ived, will be
80-85 ,days.
For examlpe, if a veteran
accepts advance payment upon
registering September 12, it will
represent allowances for class·
rool11 attendance during Sep-

tember and October. No additional benefits will be paid until
December I, covering class
attendance for November. Subsequent' checks' will. follow each '
additional month of enrollment.
AnticipaJed financial requirements during the first three
months of the new school term
should be consideres now, the
VA urges,
Additional VA· money help is
available to eligible G1 Bill
students.
Education loans,
which provide up to $1,500 pet
academic year, may be granted
tostudelits
needing assistance
beyond regular VA allowances.
In some cases, applications may

be filed for a VA loan before
classes begin. School financial
aid officers, can provide cornplete information.
Participation in VA's workstudy program is another source
of financial assistance. Eligible
students can be advanced 5250,
toward a maximum 5625 that
can be earned in' work·study
projects during a school semester.
'
'
Complete information, on all
educational
assistance' prog~
rams can,' be obtained from the
veteran's
l'epresentativ§
on
,campus or7i1
VA office.

(continued from page 8)
heated discussion of whether
or abortion is aesthetically,
religuosly, or morally right. That is a question which can only be
answered on an individual basis by each woman who must make
that decision. It is the should remain a side issue. The real point
at stake is the right to control one's own body. Our society is
allegedly founded upon the rights of individual freedom, and yet
those rights' are being totally ignored in this particular area.
The issue here is women's bodies.
The loudest declaimers
against abortion are primarily men. Menl Now isn't that pretty
- incongruous? Men are-making laws and handing down decisions
that affect women's bodies. ' I wonder, would men accept the
same sort of situation in reverse? Would they allow women to
arbitrarily shape and form the course of their lives and decide
what they should do with their bodies?
Would they then
un-protestingly
put themselves .into a tragic, situation just
becausethe women told them that this is what they should do?
Sounds more than a little doubtful doesn't it?
'
Those people whoare so eager to prevent abortion might better
spend their time in planning and implementing a program to
provide-loving care for all those unwanted children we already
have with us. Andl wonderjust how many of them would be
willing to take on the responsibility-andthe
financial burden of
rearing just one of those babies they 'are. trying to force into

.existence.

-

"

"

Males are socialized into their-own particular physical and
mental traps too; It is becoming more ,and more evident that
they need a little liberating too .. It is becoming more and m~re
evident that they need a little liberating too. ' Men have little to
Iose and much; much to gain by opening their minds and making
a real effort to understand and empathize with the female point
ofview, In hetpingtoliberate
their mates. they may find that ,
theyhave greed themselves.
Equal docs not necessarily mean'
the same as, and was never meant to be better than. It really is
possible to be equal-in differel1tways.'
We are told that founding of our nation came about ,and is
predicated: upon the. ideal of 'freedom . and equality for. the
il1dividual.'SomewhereeJong
the way things seem ''to have
. gotten, Ii little distorted. Our society seems to' operate more
'nearly on the premise that you can live'any way you want to (as
long as you do what I think you should.) Be what you want to
be{aslongas I approve of it.): Choose any religionfas long as it
is mine.) Live your oWitlifestyle(as longs as it agrees with ntY
'Own moral standards.) Freedom,an~equality~---_ ••_.~.Oh~Yenhll,'
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Rob Reiner

T.im. othy leary,

SChoof'ptom.otes. timetablel.
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am 0n 99 uests at Co n fe ren ce
Myth ,Media at Sun Valley

and so why not put ads in
about 14,000, according to the
. college and university timeregistrar, about half what it cost
tables?
_
the university to publish its own
No reason at all not to, says
guide last year.
Alan Levine of Rahway, N.J.,
Incidentally, the change-over
who has taken over the chore of
didn't go completely smoothly
publishing the registration dirat IOwa. UI officials vetoed the
ectories
for a number
of
idea of having a Budweiser adcampuses.
on the back cover and. that page
The directory works like this:
had to be ripped off, a decision
the school provides Levin's
that cost ad revenue which had
University Communications' Co.
to be made up in the fee charged
with usual isformation found in
registration
books - - course
.Levine said that he expects
titles, times. and instructors.
about 1,200,000 students to use
Levine then produces the book,
his directories this fall on some
50 campuses. This is after only a
complete with local and national
year and a half of offering the
advertising .sold by Levine's
representatives.
The books are
book; He hopes to quadruple
, that total ill another year and a
delivered to the-college before
half. Although he sports a good
In addition
to advertising
mixture of small and large
income. University Communischools using his directory, he
cations is paid a fee by the
says that he usually won't use
institution. But Levine claims
schools
with under' 10,000
students.
the college or university can
save about half of what it would
And it is his "captive"
cost to produce the books itself.
audience
which keeps
the
The college's charge is deteradvertisers happy. "The reason
mined by the number and size of
we became a viable advertising
the directory, the amount of
medium,"
Levine concludes ..
local advertising sold and how
"is that you HAVE to read it if
you are going to-school."
quickly theinstltution needs the

Developed' for

NASA f~r use
in Outer Space
The only ball
-on

. all A.po.llo and
Soyuz flights

Writes UP without stopping
Writes almost anywhere ...
Freezing Cold - Blazing Heat
. Under Water
.
Won"t dry

by' MIke Hughes

The American -Hero: Myth
and Media Conference in Sun
Valley, Idaho was intended to be
a meeting
of the minds.
However, when -you put thirtyseven famous and nearly famous people, together and let
them intellectualize,
you're
bound to find mindlessness
somewhere.
This conference
had more than its share of
prattle.
To put together
such a
confab, you need suitcases full
of money and lavish surroundings to house finicky celebrities.
The Sun Valley Mali is a
consortium of expensive drug
and deli dens, even more
expensive apparel stores and
inordinately priced restaurants.
With open air surroundings,
exquisitely manicured
lawns,
tranquil ponds and winding
pathways, this shopping mall
tries to be unobtrusive. Wander
th egrounds and you can almost
feel enchanted. Once inside the
shops and .your wallet feels
mugged.
But the real story 'here is the
panel sessions and films that
fueled the discussions. In seven
days, an organizer can schedule
enough clips and chats to
overdose even the most enthusiastic voyeur. Nothing makes
you nod out faster than apanel
. discussion
in which people
ramble on with discourses which
all too often have nothing to do
'with the SUbject being discussed. The familiar query,
"Whlit'S the question?" was an
inside joke after numerous
dissertations.
The participants started out
. the first day trying to define a
hero. By the seventh day they
were all agreed that heroes are
too personal a choice for most
people, therefore no definition
would satisfy everybody. After
reaching that consensus, the

out in'
100 years

talks took the route of least
resistance,
or as actor Rob
Reiner said, "I've never heard
so many people so 'vehemently
agree with each other." After
one panel in which Reiner was
curiously silent, he shrieked, "I
can't (expletive) believe this.
We're supposed to be talking
about the misogyny of the
American hero. But he's talking
about who knows what and
she's giving an answer that
'barely touched the question,
who the (expletive) is moderating this thing?" All this time
Reiner's arms are flailing the
air, his bald pate jerking from
side to side, emphasizing
a
point by slapping his forehead.
A friend trying to console him
replied,
"You should
have
brought that up." "I never had
the chance," sputtered Reiner.
Lest the reader contend that
a couple of crotchety correspondents covered this conference, it
should be noted that. there were
high spots on some of tile
panels.
Richard
Slot kin of
Wesleyan University gave an
excellent presentation debunking the hero George Armstrong
Custer, who, before riding into
the Little Big Horn,
sent
embellished
accounts of his
exploits to the East Coast
newspapers,
addaing -as. a
correspondent, for the New York
Herald, that readers would be
the first to know as soon as the
Sioux. had taken flight. The
. Herald, the New York Times
and the Nation printed incredibly racist editorials and articles
that would' shock the average
Nazi.
One discussion, "Whatever
Happened to the Heroes of the
Sixties," featured a versatile
"Who's
Who" of activists.
Julian Bond, William Kunstler,
Paul Krassner and Gene Lyons
decried the lack of outrage by

. to assets

and

Answers to Trivia Rat
(1) Palomino
(7) Greta Garbo, Joan Crawford,
Wallace Beery, and Clark Gable

(2) Skull Island

H~WLETTSPACKAR~
.

Timothy Leary expounded at
length about the practicality and
available technology for space
colonies. A captivating speaker,
Leary had the audience in the
palm of his hand
as he
encouraged
people to "let
others fight over the cobblestones of New York and Paris,
our goal should be the eolonization of space for purposes of
developing a harmonious lifestyle free of the oppressive
dictates
of icoerupt
governments." Saying that the Sixties
were a time for lashing out
against the old system, Leary
saw the Seventies as a period of
self-actualization
culminatiing,
he believes, ina
movement
spanning the rest of the century,
in which people chart their owm
directions
seeing their .own
self-interest in reaching goals)
conjunctively with others .. A
de-centralist,
Leary
sees no
need for international
movements,
preferring
people to
realize their dreams within the
local community, with appropriate technologies being universally distributed. As for his role,
leary boasts, "I'm a catalyst. I
want to live forever or die
trying."

Artis family adds
baby girl

Now
Available
At

young people of the Seventies,
Bond lamenting that on a large
number of campuses he speaks
at, people have never even
heard of Martin Luther King or
SNCC, not to mention the least
renowned groups. Kunstler sais
at times he feels like an
anachronism on campuses because of the politically uninformed therein.
Lyons and
Krassner, residents of the, Bay
Area, were slightly more upbeat
but still concerned
by,the
silence of the younger c~inpus
crowd. All the panelists had
high praise for the anti-nuclear
forces and the civil rights
struggles of gays.

ASBSU Treasurer Steve Artis
and his wife Judy are the new
parents of a baby girl, born
Sunday, September 4 at 10:36
pm. Amaya Ann Artisweighed
six pounds nine ouncesat birth,
and is. in her father's words. "a
keeper." .

CALCULATORS,'
Open 8-5 Mon.-Fri.

}3) Where the. Action is

(9) the Commerce
Beverly Hills

(4) Mae West

Bank

of

,(5) Rick's Cafe Americain
(~Beany

are available

Main Floor SUB

(8) tackle, fullback, end

and Cecil

cJ1

385-1559

(10) Jo-Jo (from the song "Get
Back," :

Your

C~mpus
.Store
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~tomorrows professionals
choose Hewlett-Packard's first family
of advanced calculators todav
They're proven performers. In space. On Everest. In the
labs of Nobel laureates. Since we built. the first, back in
1972, our advanced calculators have been tested by millions worldwide, and they've passed. They have staying power. Todays classroom problems quickly grow into tomorrowson-the-job problems.
HP calculators are designed and built to handle both.
They're investments in a future that happens fast.
They're straightforward. "Advanced" doesn't mean
"complicated:' Irmeans'luncomplicated" HPcalculatorsare,
above all, straightforward.
They're easy' to use. HP calculators not only grow
with you; they grow on you. They feel natural, comfortable,
because we designed them to work like you think.
They're efficient, HP calculators take the" direct
approach. All feature RPN, a time-saving, parenthesis-free
logic system. All programmables feature a memory-saving
keycode merging capability
They're personal. Professionalsdesign their owriways
to solve their particular problems, and they expect their
calculators to be versatile 'enough to accommodate them.
HP.29C. Our NEW
Ours are.
Programmable
with
There's a variety. To say we offer a full line is an' .
Continuous Memory.
understatement. We offer a choice. That's why we publish
$195.00":
a unique "Selection Guide" that spells out the capabilities
Its 98-step program memory and
16 of its 30 storage registers stay "on"
of each. Your HP dealer hasvaur. free copy.
.
even when the calculator is "off.' so
(800)648 ..4711.The number to call for fI?oreinforrna- can
store prl1grams anddata for as long
tion and your HP dealer's name and address (unless you re . as you wish. Continuous Memory plus
fully mergedkeycodes
bring typiin Nevada, in which case you can ca1l323~2704).
Y.()U

HP·21 Scientific.
$80.00*
Performs all standard math and trig
calculations,
the lancr in radians or
i..1t..'J.:TCt.'S.
Performs rectangular/polar
con"ve raions. Displays
in fixed decimal
or scientific notation. Our lowest 'priced
scientific.
.

HP.22 Business Management.
$125.00*
A new kind of management tool.

.'.:..
HP~25
Scientific Programmable.
$125.00*

Combines
[inancial.: statistical
and
mathematical capabilities. Enables business students to fOfl'("asr faster, more cas"
ily- and with greater certainty.
.

Solves repetitive
problems automatically.
Enter your {ormula once;
thereafter only \'ariahl~,s. Requires no
software, no "com purer l~nguagc. OUT
lowest priced programmable. We also offer an HP·15 with Continuous Memory,
the HP-15C, for $160.00~ It retains programs and data even when turned "off:'

J
calprograrn
memory capacity to 175
keystrokes and beyond. Insert/delete
editing. Conditional and unconditional
branching. Three levels of subroutines;
10 decision tests. Exceptional versatility
at an exceptional price.
'

HP·27
Financial/Statistical/Scientific.
$175.00*
Contains the most preprograrnmed
scientific functions we've ever offered.
plus comprehensive
statistical and financial functions. Lets youforecast,
allocate
resources, analyze costs- quickly.
.

HP.67: Fully Programmable.
$450.00*
. The most powerful pocket calculntor we've ever built. 124·SlCp program
memory. 16 storage registers. "Smart"
card reader records contents of both.
Fully merged keycodes increase typical
program mernorycapacirv
up to 450 keystrokes
and 'beyond.
Superior
editing 'capability.
..
.

1616!H
~SU!:$l'I'S1cd tdail.rricc: ~xc!udinc <IrpliCOIbleHatc and loc al t;'lxc~Conunerual
LT,S .. Alaska aod Hawau.
Disp1:lY5 'HI:' photcgrnr-hcd
$crar~tt:lr 10 stmulatc WpiC:11 :lrrCIlr<lncc.

.

.

Prr1oe658J. 100D N.E Circle Blvd.. Corvallis. Oregon 97 330
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Boise Little Theatre.opens
Boise I.ittle Theater will open
its stage play. season with a
great big laugh when the
curtains part Friday, September
9th. "Come Blow Your Hom",
the Neil Simon all-time Broadway hit comedy,
be
performed nightly (except Monday September 12th) through
Saturday, September 17th. Curtain time is 8:15 p.m.
"Come Blow Your Hom" is
the first regular season play that
J. Richard Garland has directed.
Garland has filled many roles in
Boist Little Theater productions
as well as musicals for Boise
Music Week and Idaho Players.
He .received best supporting
beuLah trophy for the part of
Ben Sullivan in "The Sunshine
Boys", Boise Little Theater's

will

final play of the 1976-77 season.
Come BlowXour Hom", Neil
Simon's laugh-a-minute hit comedy, is definitely a family
show. It is basically about two
brothers. One leaves ·home and
one tries to leave home. An
outraged father believes they
are both bums and fires thein
from the family business. The
father
thinks
anyone
over
twenty-one should be married.
The mother has a hotline to the
caterers for. such an occasion.
The play builds into a hilarious,
confusing, windup.
Three new faces will appear in
the cast of "Come Blow Your
Hom". They are John Rome
who plays Alan Baker, the older
son; Christopher Malarkey; as
Buddy Baker, Younger son; and

t

season

Suzanne Jacks, as Peggy Evans;
one of Alan's many girlfriends.
The other cast members are
Helen Meier, mother Vivian
Rock as Connie Dayton, the
serious girl in Alan's life; and
Roland Onffroy plays the father.
.Early reservations are advised
for "Come. Blow Your Horn".
Tickets are $3.00 for all seats.
Tuesday,
Student Night
$1.00 with I.D. season ticket
books are still available for the
Boise Little Theater seven plays
of the 1977-78 season and may
'be purchased at the box office.
Box Office
will be open
Tuesday,Setember
6th, at noon
and every afternoon
except
Sundays.

SHOWTIMES

SEVENTH & MAIN

nt rt inm

Sat., Sun., '" Wed.
2: 15, 4:00, 5:45~
1:30 and 9:i!f
Fri., Mon., Tues., 6' Thurs.
7:30 and 9: ~5

.THIS MOVIE IS TOTALLYOUT OF CONTROL

.Vonnegut's Slapstick:

Hi -Ho or
by Teny McGafrc

As a rabid Vonnegutonian, ·1
see Slapstick' as perhaps one
book I might give a second
look at.} waited hungrily for the
follow-up' to the sensational
BreaJd'ast of Champions, a piece
of startling relevence, arid a
tabloid. of social disaster? It
became the pinnacle in a long
and wrongly unheralded career,
that gave Vonnegut, besides an
instant best-seller, the recognition from even the most ardent
book reviews.
Four years and a period of
relative obscurity passed until
the release of Slapstick in late
1976~ and with anticipation I
craved to eat it up.
Consider: the mood of the
novel was very non-Vonnegut; it
came on with the lightness (the
stand-by) of molasses; where
that opening zinger I had been
accustomed to? Where was the .
thumb
to nose gesture
of
defiance?'I opened a book that
blasted
away with despair,
threatened
self-annihilation,
a
shrug at love, three obituaries,
"numerous subliminal obsenities
all in the' prologue.· Hi hOI
• If anything, readers turned to
Vonnegut with nothjng more in
mind than rediscovering
the
magic he weaved through his
books. We came to know his
work,by its virtue of astounding
simplicity, edged carefully with
profound psychological significance. Stated as is, Vonnegut,
with his magician's touch, could

He-Hum?
tum tragedy into comedy of the
Mackest hue. His heroes viewed
a hostile world, as all innocents
will, through a child's eyes, a
virtue lost in Slapstick. I turned
to the beginning, with Wilbur
Daffodil-Ll Swain the .protagonist, an aging, embittered old
man. Very non-Kilgore Trout. Hi
ho.
.
H you hadn 't gue~
Swan
is the prototype of the Angel
fallen from grace: enormous
size, grotesque features and
"fabulously well to do,". Sounds
like something out of Breakfast,
no? No.
The details of Slapstick leave
the best among us baffled, even
discouraged, at the direction of
Vonneguts prose. Without bothering with. the plot, minus
cliche characters and absurd
. situations, Slapstick died in the
first five minutes of reading. As
stated, it deserved the -second
glance, yet didn't fly with grace
of say Cat's Cradle or Sirens of
Titan .. We knew then, a less
disenchanted
Kurt Vonnegut,
alive in his books and we
presume happy in his life .. We
expected open shots at the
sordid aspects of life.
The mood of Slapstick is
disturbing; the laughter die'd •
somewhere back' in time; the
four year .'apse seems the post
publication depression. Whatever Vonnegut's mood, it makes
one sad. when remembering
happier. more productive times.
Listen: Kurt, come nome, make
us laugh. make us crazy, we
need you. Hi hOI
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New Woody Allen like old
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by Chuck Bufc
The unbelievable has happened for the second time within
two months a good, a very good,
commercial movie is playing in
Boise: unfortunately
it's the
same one which was here two
months ago. The film, or course,
is Woody Allen's
"Annie
Hall", currently playing at the
Overland Park #3.
Although "Annie Hall" has
been billed
as a "breakthrough" by many critics, it
bears more than a superficial
resemblance to Woody Allen's
earlier films. It's similar in that
the character portrayed by Allen
is obviously himself, the subject
matter is the workings, or rather
non-workings, of his relationships with women, (a matter
dealt with directly in "Play It
Again Sam" and tangentially in
most of his other films)" the
dialogue is, consistently witty,
example:

She: Going to bed with you was
a very Kafkaesque experience.
He: I'll reply when I get some
feeling back in my jaw.
She: ,I meant
that
as a
compliment.
He: I thought you did .
and more or less straight scenes
are interspersed
with scenes
that
can best be termed
surrealistic.
The difference between "Annie Hall" and Allen's previous
films is that "Annie Hall" is
openly autobiographical,
and
while extremely hilarious, deals
with the subject at hand (his
relationship woth Diane Keaton,
and the possibilities or serious
and lasting interpersonal relationships) in a coherent and
consistent manner. His conclusion, that lasting relationships
are a near impossibility, is
depressing even if it does ring
true.
,
"Anni~Hall"
does, however,
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by Mnrk EUsworth

TEiUUPiN STATiON
THE GRATEFUL DEAD
"Garcia
for president I" a
rather withered-looking
freak
shouted as we boarded the
Geary St. bus after a four. hour
Jerry Garcia and friends concert
in San Francisco last July. The
bus was quite a spectacle-all
raving Dead Heads.
111econcert was amazing- - not
'quite the energy of a Dead
concert- - but three of the Dead
were there (Jerry Garcia, Keith
'and Donna Godchelux) and they
managed to rock everyone into a
frenzy before the night was
over. A high-level interchange
of energy between the audience
and band.
The Dead never cease to
amaze me. They are one of the
few revolutionary dope culture .
bands still fully intact from thl,<
sixties. and unlike some 'of
the bands that did survive

contain some cold comfost for
those of us who have reached
similar conclusions.
In one
memorable scene Woody walks
up 'to a prosperous
"nice"
looking couple (they look like
they just walked out of a
cigarette ad) and asks:
Woody: You look like a happy
couple. How is that possible?
Why are you that way?
,
She: I'm shallow and extremely
empty-headed and I never have
anything interesting to say.
He: And I'm exactly the same.
I've seen "Annie Hall" twice
and my reaction to my second
viewing was different than my
reaction to my first viewing; the
first time I saw it I found it
hilarious if somewhat depressing, the second time, I saw it I
found it depressing if somewhat
hilarious (don't be put off by ,
that, though, my reaction was
probably due more to personal
circumstances

Mendy Graves Parrish
offered position as
national magazine [udqe
Mendy Graves Parrish, coeditor of the 1976 cold..cJrlII,
ranked as the nation's 2nd-best
university literary magazine by
the Coordinating
Council of
,Literary Magazines of New York
City, has been asked by the
CCLM to serve as one of their
national judges for the 1977
magazine competition.
As a CCLM judge,
Mrs.
Parrish
is responsible
for
evaluating the literary magazines of over 100 colleges and
'universities
in the United
States. Other CCLM judges
include nationally known poets,

critics and publishers.
Mrs.
Parrish is the first Idaho student
ever to.be
appointed to the
CCLM,as
well as the first
student literary magazine editor
from the Pacific Northwest to be
so honored.
•
Mrs. Parrish. daughter of Mr.
and Mrs. Ed Graves of 3200
N.28th Street, Boise, attended
Boise State University before
transferring to the University of
Oregon in Eugene with her
husband TOUl. Currently, Mrs.
Parrish is a senior majoring in
English.

--------J

than to the movie). '------;...--~------

......

ead creative copccitles sf II strong
(Zeppelin, Stones, Who. Tull)
instead of plunging into musical
doldrums by rehashing their 011;1
style over and over, their
musical~d
creative capacities
have remained strong.
Their new album confirms this.
With their new producer, Keith
Olson, their first outside once
since their first album, they've
definitely plunged into some
new.directions.
"Estimated Prophet." a Bobby
Weir tunc. sets the tone for the
first side- • steady, simple"
leaning to the lyrics and vocals.
,it features some tricky wah-wah
guitar 'by Garcia.
"Dancing in the Streets" could
be top 40 material, comething
yon could hear on KFX!? you
ow, right after a K.C. and the
Sunshine Band song. This is an
old Mamas and Papas number
the Dead has been doing for
years in concert. It would have
been better on a live album. but

it comes off - -Disco Dead.
Definitely.
"Passenger"
rocks. A Phil
Lesh tune, it's the high point of
the first side. Some great slide
work by Garcia and some
excellent harmony vocals by
Weir, Lesh, and Donna Godcheux.
The next song, "Samson and
Delilah, " is classic' weird
sounds .comparable 'to somethingon "Ace", his solo album ..
Another song they've
been'
doing for sdme time on concert,
but never recorded until now ..
The low point inthe album is
"Sunrise",
the Donna Godcheux solo debut. The boys.have
never let her up front before,
and I 'hope she can" do better
than this' the next time around.
The, second side, [Tcrripln
Station] is a new venture for the
Dead. Soli of a mini rock opera.
it tells the story of a voyage to

Terripin, a mythical place where
turtles play tamborines and so
on. With music by Garcia and
Robert Hunter, it starts off in
the light and angelic vein of
"Eyes of the World"
and
"China Cat Sunflower", Garcia
classics.
As the piece goes on, a new
element is presentedvorchestration, Orchestration is something the Grateful Dead never
bothered with before, and I
figure it must be due' to the
influence of their new producer.
Sounds a little weird to someone
used 10 listening to a lot of Dead

records. It could have been left
out. I can't imagine the boys
dragging an orchestra around
with them on tour.
Somewhere in the middle is a
beautiful break- - sort of a light
spanish" riff alternating
with
hard rocking and synthesizer.
Nice stuff.
The end, mixing the orchestra
with choir singing and hard
rocking guitars, doesn't quite
come off. It' could have been
done better.
The"Dead arc into some new anu
different things, and if they, can
perfect them who knows?

starts ..... TOMORROW
Open's at 6:45pm (Wed.)
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SIBP Cards

honored

by

local

U.S.S.A.
cont. from page 1

by Lenny Hertllng
Boise State students should
find it a little easier to make
ends meet this year by using
their Student Buying Power
Cards.
Both full-time
and
part-time students are eligible
for substantial discounts from
thirteen Boise merchants simply
by presenting
the special
discount card at the time of
purchase.
The SBPC program has been..
implemented at several colleges
and universities throughout the
United States. The Boise State
SBPC will be honored by all
participating
merchants
throughout the United States.- -, A few of the
schools participating
in the
program' are Purdue, Yale, the

University ~f Michigan and
Gonzaga University.
The cards have the S.B.P.C.
initials on the upper right hand
corner and a plaee for the
student's signature in the center
of the card,
On the back of the card
participating
local merchants
and the amount of their discount
is listed. The discounts range
from Spercent
to 40' percent
nationwide,
'." .
In the near future the Boise
State Student association will
receive a national directory
which will list the participating
merchants and their discounts
nationwide. The directory will
be made available for reference
, through. the ASB office. According to SBPC 'represen-

tative Russ Howell, "theSBPC
is the fastest growing savings
card in America. The professional concept of unified student
buying power will not only be of
benefit to the student who must
cope with the rapidly increasing
cost of education but also the
merchant. The 5 to 40 percent
discount
should
produce
a
significant increase in consumption of consumer goods. This is'
a simple marketing principle
that - should benefit all those
involved with the SBPC."
Initial
distribution
of the
ridged plastic discount card was
done during fallregistration.
If
you did not receive your card
they are available through the
ASB office on the second floor of
the SUB.

It should be noted that some of
the cards distributed
expire
6-1-77. This is merely a printing
error and those cards will be
honoredfhrough
September
1979.
The participating local merchants are:
Best Buy Auto Parts
The Bootworks
Broadway Grizzly Bear Pizza
Budget Tapes and Records
Capital Blvd 76 Station
Dunkley Music
General- Tire ._George's Lighweight Cycles
Molenaar's Jewelers Sample Shack
The Stereo Shop
Treat's Restaurant
Vista Book Gallery

/

CHANGE YOUR WAY OF
BUYING - SHOP AT STORES
THAT HONOR YOU, BY HONORING ....

cuaRICla "'-A

v-

I
~UNITY
CRIlATIIIJ
VOLUME
fi,1 DAVINOB

HEAVY DUTY RIGID PLASTIC

GIVE YOURSELFABREAK

BEFORE YOU GO BROKE

USE }~OURSBPC

CARD

I

aren't much better. The rmnimum wage in Nicaragua is, 32
cents per hour, and many
workers don't even receive that,"
One of the promises the Somoza
dictatorship makes to foreign
investors is a guarantee
of
"limited union activity." What
that means is .that the minimum-wage law can be violated
with impunity, workers suspected of union activities can be
arbitrarily fired or jailed, and, if
things get, out of hand, the
National Guard can be called in.
Corruption is rife, and bribery
of government
officials
is
considered a normal business
practice.
Also, the Somoza
family maintains monopolies for
itself and its cronies, in key
sectors of the economy. For
example, the only cement plant
in the country is owned by the
Somozas, As you might have
imagined, -that proved to be a
very profitable situation for the
Somozas during the reconstruction following the 1972 Managua earthquake (the reconstruction was financed, of course,
with U.S.funds).
The National Guard, meanwhile, has remained heavily
dependent
upon the U.S.
Three-fourths of its 7,500 men
have recieved training from the
U.S. military, many in the
Panama Canal Zone and/or the
U.S.mainland. Since 1970 the
Guard 'has received
$13.2
million in U.S.aid to combat the
FSLN "threat."
While the National Guard has
been unable to eradicate the
FSLN, it has managed· since
February 1976, to massacre 224
peasants, ',according to Nicara-'
gua's Catholic bishops. And the
kilIing continues; The Guard has
also b'een busily eradicating the
few organizations and projects
in the countryside which attempted to serve the peasants'
needs, primarily Catholic-sponsored educational and agricultural programs. '
According to the Catholic
bishops, the National Guard's
reign of terror includes tactics
such as "arbitrary detentions.
torture, rape and executions
without previous trial." According to Amnest International,
the National Guard is resposible
for mass abductions,
neardrowning, rape, mutilation, and
simulated execution.
What has been the Carter
Administration's
response
to
this horrifying situation?
Earlier this year a House
committee placed a ban on aid
to Nicaragua in the military
assistance
bill. In June at!
attemptwas made on the Rouse
floor to restore military aid to
Nicaragua. Carter's State Department waffled on -the question, claiming that while there
had been violations of human
rights in Nicaragua, it wished to
maintain a "flexible" position
(that is, maintaining the option
of withholding
appropiated
funds), and did not oppose the
restoration of military aid funds
for Nicaragua, On Jtine23rd,
after an, intensive
lobbying
effort, military aid to the
Somoza rdietatorship was re, stored by a vote of22S to 180.
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ssthe nati n-CHUNIVERSITY PARK~ Pa, - "Clothes do .make a difference
in the classroom, even though
most of us would like to believe
otherwise;" said ~r.Steven
A.
Rollman, a reseatt'her
who
recently completed a study on
the subject.
One hundred
Penn
State
University students examined
pictures of the same teacher
dressed fromally and informally. In 'Cormal
clothes,
the
students perceived the teacher
to be better prepared,
more
organized and and more knowledgeable while the informally
attired teacher was perceived to
be more fair, sympathetic lind
enthusiastic.
Rollman said that the informal
clothes may suggest a closer age
association between the teacher
and student which may account
for the responses. He said a
teacher should dress according
to the image he or she wants to
project.

LAWRENCE. Kansas - - Can a
store that does not dispense
drugs be called a drugstore?
I!fhe answer is no according to
county officials here. A store
selling pipes, cigarette papers,
incense and other paraphernalia
was given 10 days to remove the
word drug from its business
title.
The owners of what was
formally celled The 'Drugstore,
now called The XXX'stQre, filed
suit to test the constitutionality
of the law.

A growing number of daily
newspapers in the country have
established a staff ombudsman
position - - a person with broad,
independent authority to answer
reader complaints and review
the paper's performance - - and
at least one student newspaper
has followed that lead.
An ombudsman was established at the Daily Texan of the U.
of Texas-Austin about a year
ago. Broadly, the ombudsman is
to review the performance of the
paper and decide if the paper
could improve the fairness of its
coverage. For example, the,
paper might be found to be
slighting a segment of the
student population
in news
articles.
,The DaUy Texan's summer
ombudsman is Mike McClain,
who was selected by the student
publications board and is paid
$100 a month. A requirement
for all Daily Texan ombudsmen
is that they have previous'
experience as a reporter for the
paper. McClain says his new
position will give him "an
opportunity to get a' different
viewpoint about the paper."
McClain defined his primary
duty as an attempt to "find \
ways the paper can· improve
itself. I'm sort of the reader

The managing editor of the
paper. Gary Fendler, said the
position was created because
"we felt we needed someone to
'oversee us - - we're' not
infallible. We need to get on the
right path, too." And he feels
the position ha~ been success-

ful. It has' been helpful in
providing the readers with a
point of view that is not from the
paper."
.
McClain's weekly column appears on the opinion-editorial
page, and the only person who
can edit it is the editorial
manager
of the paper,
a
professional journalist. He can
make only grammatical
and
other minor changes- in his
editying, as the ombusman's
guidelines
allow no major
changes without permission.
The ombudsman's decisjons are
not binding on the editors. ,
McClain said he plans to
concentrate
his column on,
"trends" he sees developing in
the paper, such as consistantly
bad headlines. He also said he
will try to educate readers about
the working ofa
student
newspaper, which most students know little about.

WASHINGTON· D.C. - -Despite much publicity to the
contrary. not many students
duck the student loan obligations through bankruptcy.
The House Judiciary Committee noted that fact recently as it
voted to continue to allow
students to use the bankruptcy
laws, a proposal which, if
accepted, will reverse a special
education provision scheduled
to take effect in October. The
provision prohibits students
from using the bankruptcy laws
to discharge guaranteed student
leans for five years after they
are scheduled to begin repayment.
. 'The special' provision is not '
needed, said the committee,'
because less than one per cent
of students with the loans filed
for bankruptcy and most of
those .did so without any abuse
of the present bankruptcy laws.

MOBILE· Ala.v-Ecology
minded students at the U.of
Alabama are protesting
the
poisoning of gophers on the
-student golf course by pouring
tainted wheat down the holes of
Recently at the U. of Washingthe ground burrowing animals.
ton. an announcement for a
Gophers
have plagued
golf
meeting' of the Nazi Party
course ever since the first
appeared in the "Daily" but the
weekend duffer began pounding
editors chose not to run it again.
his driver on the fairways. The
They said, "Theoretically we
tunnels they dig are a constant
have no. right to censor 'publicv:
nuisance tothe greenskeepers,
service' announcements ... but
because they tear up the surface
in actuality. we do what we
of the lawn above the area they
damn well please - - and in the
burrow and kill grass.
The
future, messages for admittedly
quality
of'the
game
is
effected
if
resist organizations
will not
, the lawns are in less then ideal
"appear. "
condition.
. '
,

'Sexism rampant in· cornrnercicl cdvertislng
(CH)

When Siglinda
Steinfuller,
"Dean of Beer" appears on the
pages of campus newspapers
making her pitch for Schlitz, she.
dresses in the un-deanly attire
of tee-shirt and cut-offs. The
revealing pose of Ms. Steinfuller (a Miss America runner-up)
has drawn many complaints
from feminists who call the ads
blatant sexism.
'
But how can, a student ad
manager define the difference
between sexism. and effective
adverti~ing?
(The television
commercial industry knows
effective advertislng can often
be also offensive).
Is the
exploitation
of the natural
attraction 'between the sexes
always Sexism? Is it sexist. to
want to appear attractive to the
opposite sex?
.
,
The line is' not- an easy one to
define.
'
Among, student
newspaller
staffs. it seems to be a matter of
"knOWing it when I sec it." but
not being able to give a precise
defmition of untolerable sexism.
However. at Ms. .Magazine,
Where advertising professionals
have been', leaders'. in rejecting
ads deemed unacceptable
to
their, mainly. women· readers,
there is no more precise method
for determining se:dst ads than
on studentpape:s.
"There is no
hara alid set pOlicy," says Ms.
sales representative,
anl1
Holten
,
...
.

.

"It's mainly a gut feeling."
Of course. there arc some
obviously sexist ads, such as
one referring to an adult woman
as a "girl".
Holten also says that the
famous Virgmia Slims cigarette
ad is sexist .because it implies
that women "have come a long
way." and that they should be
satisfied with their status in
society. The Ms. ad staff tests
these questionable
ads by
substituting a. different group,
blacks .for example, for the
women in the ad copy. If the ad
would be unacceptable to the
new group. then the ad is also
offensive with women figures.
Most blacks
would surely
contend they have a long way to
go. Holten says. and a "you've
come a long way" approach to
their plight.would obviously be a
condescension.
Another ad that would be
rejectedImmediately
is one in
which a woman is used as mere
"sccnery"to tiC draped over the ,
hood of a new car. for example.
Questionable ads arc given to
Ms. staffers, and, if they feel
that it is sexist; thead goes back
to the agency fot changes.
'It is the Ms. policy to work
c1os~ly with advertisers
to
prevent offensive ads from ever
reaching the magazine. Ad copy
. writers fur "male orientated"
products, such as cologne,. are
the ones most "willing to wort

with the-magazine
to develop
decent displays. "They are very
anxious to have us work on their
ads," Holten says.
Ads for' females are the ones:
which cause the most problems,
she says, because the peoplehave been in the business for so
long that they are reluctant to
change. successful. if sexist.
advertising procedures.

Ads from this group' that
commonly get refused are ones
which promise to make. women
look younger 'so their husbands
wilf be "proud" of them. Others
include ads alleged to 'make
women "sexy" or more attractive to just men. Such cosmetics
should also be used for the
satisfaction of the individual
woman. Holten says,

TONIGHT
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Scholarship
offers listed
IDAHO ASSOCIATIt N OF
MEXICAN-AMERICANS
SCHOLARSHIP (lAMA)
Amount: 2 scholarships of 5400
each (S2oo/semester) Additionally, 5100 may also be awarded
if applicants show a need for it.
DeadHne: September 15, 1977
Where to apply: Career &
Financial Services, A117
You need not be MexicanAmerican to apply. but preference will be given to Association
members or relatives of mem-bers.
J.R. SIMPLOT SCHOLARSHIP
Amount: 6 scholarships of 5300
each for Spring 78 Eligibility:
l.Be. a son or daughter of
Simplot CC?employee 2. Have a
minimum 2.5 GPA 3. File the
ACT Common Form and the
Simplot Scholarship application .
by NOVEMBER 1, 1977.
Preference will be given to
students in the following area:
Business Administration.
Engineering. Chemistry. Vo-Tech.
DeadHne: November 1, 1977
Where to' apply: Career. &
, Financial Services, A117
ORDER OF THE EASTERN
STAR GRAND CHAPTER OF
IDAHO
Amount: 2 5500 scholarships
EUglblIJt),: Sophmore or Junior
at an Idaho 4-yr. institution, in
the field of Arts or Sciences.
May be members ofthe Order
of the Eastern Star or SOilS and
dang'
' f Masonic Eastern
St parentage wh hold Idaho
membership. WJj
to apply:
Miss Blance Senft, 503 North
Third Ave., Sandpoint,
ID.
83864
'.
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rBronc
or, the Diary of Seven Days in Hell
by John Prlscella with Tate
Simmons
It can be saId that these ere
man moantalns and that's true,
but their strength Is In their
hearts •••
Beyond what I had felt about
college athletics, in terms of the
people behind the uniforms and
the men that drove them on, it
remained doubtful that I might
even join their ranks.
An
enduring legacy that touches all
in culture, best typifies sport.
It's the magic, the perpetual
motion, the grace of a perfectly
coordinated mind and body,
striving
beyond the tested
limits, beyond the conventional,
the standard, to excellence ... to
poetry.
Determined to play the odds,
I vowed, at least for a while, to '
become one of these man
mountains. The reaction to my
decision
drew
a host
of
complaints,
ridicule,
gentle
ribbing, but what I feel now,
was the deepest measure of
sincere respect, to dare enter
such a world, of controlled
violence ... of men grasping perhaps for the last time, the
magical,
joyful glimpse
of
childhood. I learned on retrorespect that the athletics I came
in such close' contact with were
really kids at heart and barely
out of diapers in some cases.
Most of all I came out of
curiousity, to understand
the
emotional outlets experienced
by collegiate athletes, to learn of
the forces that drive men to
relinquish all froms of com passion ... to forget
about
the
concept of "humaness"
for at
least three hours on a given
Saturday. I came to understand
my limits, my capacities-vin
essence, and in no way a cliche,
to describe truly the "thrill of
victory
and the agony of"
Beyond my brief period of
"relinquishing
my humanness,"
I developed
respect,
coupled with awe, for these
men, while gaining insight to
their exclusive club,
as a
reporter, but also' as a thrill
seeker.

August 14, 1977
Quiet Sundays settle your
nerves; there's no anticipation
of chaos knocking at your door.
Nothing seemed more pressing
than
putting
together
the
components for the first issue of
the Arbiter, something I really
wanted to see fly. The conversation floated to aesthetics, and
as is his way, Terry McGuire
mentioned Paper Lion, scrapping 'for vital areas of interest,
through the pencil or cigarette
that perpetually stuck out of his
mouth. Very oral. A half hour
of conversation ensued, discussions of George
Plimpton's
,motives, and'Lauren
Hutton's
physique, .and then it came to
us~,Whynot?
Wouldn't ,it be
fun, preferrablyfor the other , if
one of us decided to jQin the

football team and. write about
the experience?
Had it ever
been done at a college campus?
WQul1:!it be a unique journalistic
adventure? Would it be painful
and possibly terminal?
It might not seem to the
reader that such a move is a
cumulative decision. It was. One
minute
you're
puffing
on
cigarettes, propping your tender
feet up on your desk, then
comes that quirk in the brain
chemistry that gives you - the
bravado to dare to do the
unthinkable. I roamed through
my thoughts, perhaps functioning on anticipation of glory,
disregarding the physical taxation and mental ordeal. Two
days and an eon later I walked
into the Varsity Center, fully
intending to become a BSU
Bronco. Through subtle means,
Jim Criner was informed; his'
reaction was less than hopeful:
"He'll get killed."

In 90 minutes I would leave all
Ihad known, for a world alien to
me; .of violence, of intense
emotion, beyond what I knew,
this step preyed on my fears, it
demanded undivided attention.
It scared the hell out of me.
When the players collected at
Chaffee Hall, for the first team
meeting, we came as individuals; each brought hisanticipation and his doubts. Collectively
we would be a team, alone the
nagging anxiety prompted each
to retire.into his thoughts. Food
became the comforter, a tranquilizer put in front of us for.the
first meeting.
Coach Criner
spoke for awhile,
stressing
unity, introducing you to your
future team mates. I knew he
wasn't giving me particular
attention, but I sensed that
inside he imagined me being
taken off the practice field on a
, stretcher,
just after walking
from the Varsity Center to the

. " •••thecoaches •••expect an AdonIs, and wind up with yen,"
I could see on his face an
expression of amusement and
disbelief, but mostly curiosity.
He wondered, as did all; what
prompted such a decision, what'
. possible reason might I have?
Sometimes I lie awake arid
wonder myself; being a friendly
man by nature with no overt
shades of masochism, .but a
burnin~ desire to reach beyond,
into my unknown, to experience, to understand.
August 16; 4:30
Throw .a smoke' into your
mouth. Itmight be your last for
a long .time, Smoking is an
enjoyable habit; (forgi'lemy
•wandering,
I felt all .alone,
beyonddeseription)
it taxes
your body, but is so dependable
·when nefvesbecomes.
frayed
and words .of encouragement
slow to II. trickle.
'

primp for the camera, each
. desired to be put in front of a
microphone and stumble over
his words.
I could see my journalistic
collegues, mingling with the'
press, catching shots of me in
crowds,
in ferocious
action
poses, with my finger up my
nose. There I stood the Greek
model of vJrility, living out my
dreams, in full. pads: a roaring
giant, a terror to behold. All
seriousness
aside, the team
seemed nervous,
there was
clowining around, nervous activity: the season had begunvand
it was so long till it would end.
The defensive line in bravado
gestures offered, at sacrifice' to
their own scalps, to ceremonisly
shave their heads. It was in line
with Coach 8i11 Duttons comment; that one of the defensive
linemen'shair was a little too
long. One-upsmanship
hits its
finest hour, with this gesture of

(photo by Ron Ferguson]

practice field; a fine physical
unity: if he got it cut so would
specimen.
they. If not that" why not shave
Wednesday would be my first
them completely. Needless to
say, Dutton began to squirm.
public exposure. First a lunch
with the local media (very oral) .'
Let if be clear to the reader that
which really was my last regular
I was, but a visitor to the club, a
meal. . Being (they say) twenty
patron guest. In physical size,
pounds over desirable playing
my stature amongest them was
weight, and against the grain of
comparable; a healthy 6-3 and
myself-esteem, I was placed on
245 was the ticket to camp, but
the "Fat Man's Table." This,
my desire rose above physical
simply, is an overt form· of
dimensions.
I yearned,
as
friendly torture the coaches put
supposedly all must do, from
you on when they expect an
time to time, to capture. til at
adonis, and wind up with you.
flying image of stardom .. I
Remember the taste of 'a steak?
wondered as we worked in the
Get used to lettuce and other
hot August sun how many might
non-controversial; .·non-commigoon to the pros,in essence to
tal, forms of culinary abstenreach· the pinnacle iri their
tioll. '
carrers. They stood so diverse,
It was off to the stadium, for
'from places that, only~risted on
. pictures, interviews and general
map Jor
me, yet coming
screwing around .• ·Collectively
together as a unit: Never tlid,tJie
we were 98 strong; ea'ch had 'to

a>

feelign of cohisiveness ware it
this mind, but only solidifiee
more and more each day. Manj
had been together for years
others like me were new-to thit
exclusive world, yet we stooc
friends amongest strangers.

August 18 7:90 am
Your release from 'agonizinJ
physical hell lasts for a period 0
hours. The work and the sweat
the sun and the heat are erased
as the lights go out. Your bod:
melts' into the bed, neve
wishing to rise again; you sleej
deeply. As if out of Faustlai
dream, a barbarian collectivelj
referred
to as a pest,
l
grub-rump, a coach rattles tlu
chains once again, ... its tinu
to start anew.
Between breakfast and tapinj
sessions,
I speculated
m~
decision; two-a-day work oun
would begin this morning, ml
'heart waned more than once
Afteran hour or so, I felt the
practice lrad terminated and fel
nothing more than the desire tr
get the hell out of there. A fev
steps off the field and the voice
of the devil himself, Coacl
Dutton, greeted tender ear:
with encouraging words: "PUI
some spring in your ass . . .'
My stint as an All-Americar
candidate was interrupted brief
Iy by the marriage of a friend.
have never hustled my butt sc
fast to leave town -- off to Coeur
d'Alene, a reprieve from the
tortures. Let it not be mistaken
to be that bad; in truth, it was a
kind of thrill, an adventure .. YC1
I was' tired.
.
'The step from editor to
athlete has its mental toils also.
Iwas twenty-five, out offootball
for seven years, and pretty
much an elder statesman among
kids. They were-young
and
energetic, they stood primed,
eager and talented. They , if I
perceived it ' right, had the
burning energy to prove themselves at' all costs.
Becoming an athlete goes
beyond talent and desire,' I
found; the men behind the
team, the coaches, were perhaps the driving force. Jor any
athletic machine. It becomes
their life, to build .strangers into
a unit, to test limits imposed by
them.
A focal point in this organization was head coach Jim Criner,
the much maligned
mentor,
formerly of'UCLA. Simply, you
couldn't help but like the man.
He mightvon a: given occasion
smile and say, "How ya doin',
John?" To a nervous jock, such
, personal' interaction with the
man you felt was an. unfeeling
enemy at times, made the
experience, worthwhile. He instilled the pride .in the team,
vital to any interegal. organization.to feel that no one could
.toucli them •. Champions are
built from such molds. 'You
might go out on the field, on any
given game, play your. damnedest' but' still come out short.
Perhaps' the. gut Jeelign. didn't
come so much .from he bum of a
,
(continu.ed on ,page 22)
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by Freddie Vincent
Arbiter Sports Editor

The Broncos of Boise otate
will travel to Ogden, Utah on
September 10th for their season's opening clash against the
Weber State Wildcats. Boise
State defeated Weber 56·31 in
last year's battle, a combined S?
point game that displayed both
teams could move the ball.
However, . as well, as Weber
played, they fall again by the
wayside, for the Broncos have
defeated them every year since
1972. But don't be dismayed,
the Wildcats are in arebuilding
stage and they have been known
to move the ball under pressure.
One problem
the Broncos'
defense has had in the past is
the running attack by oppo·
ncnts. They arc hungry this
season after that dismal record
in '76 .:
The Wildcats did not have an
impressive season last year
(2·9), finishing next to last
(Idaho State) in the Big Sky
Conference. This season requires rebuilding
from the
cellar, since most· of their
starters have graduated.
Weber has a new coach who is
no stranger to the Broncos. Pete
Riehlman has his hands full this
season rebuilding both lines
and the secondary. As a matter
of fact, the team. will probably'
undergo a complete change in

dent rs

tactics. The former Chico State
the line and Orin Trussell in the
coach met the Broncos in 3
secondary will not be returning.
previous battles while coaching
The linebackers will be Kevin
there, losing all 3 games against
Harmon (240 lbs.) and John
the Broncos 49-14 in 1970, 32·28
Connelly. They will get help
in 1971 at the Camellia Bowl and
from JC transfer Kevin Coles
again in 1974 by a 41·7 margin.
(6'4,240), while returnees Jerry
There's no doubt he'll want ~ Merz and Cam McKnight have
revenge.
experience at linebacker.
--RIehl
man has 29 lettermen
In the secondary All-Conferreturning off a team that almost
ence Doug Battershill (6'3, 190)
scraped the bottom of the barrel
will be returning, with help from
in 1976. His major problem is a ~ transfers
Dennis Duncanson
signal-caller, since the talented
and Mike Rosky. Punter Mike
Rod Boekwoldt has, graduated.
Korvas (42.2 punting, 10 of 17
Bockwoldt, whose 2,268 yards
F.) will return as one of the best
all-purpose
kickers
in the
th&ngh the air ranked him
.among the nation's division 2
region.
leaders, will surely be missed.
Bronco headcoach Jim Criner
The position will be decided
was not impressed with last
between two JC transfers-Moryear's record (5·5-1) in the Big
ris Bledsoe and Pat Ford: "
Sky Conference. Not content
In the backfield returnees
with 36 lettermen returning
Mark Billmire and Eric Hill
(including nine offensive and
were two of the top six rushers
seven defensive players who
to return from 1976. They can
have started), Criner lured 19
move the ball .. but, only ·if
JC recruits to camp. If the
Riehlman can' patch up an'
former UCLA assistant .can
offensive line that lost five
. build a top unit, Boise State can
lettermen,
including all-star
be tough in the Big SKy..
Steve Kelly and all-conference
The quarterbackidepartrnem
tight-end Bruce Burningham,
will feature sophmore Hoskin
Leading reel-er Tommy. Cole:
Hogan, Who demonstrated his
man(42 catches, 537 yds.) will
skills as the field-general
(Alumni game) to perfection in
be joined by JC transfers MIKe
. Goleman, Scott Thomas and
spring drills. Junior Dee Pickett
Kent Critchlow.
will be .returning, but underThe Wildcats had the leagwent- a knee operation late last
ue's worst defense, but should.
season, then had to have minor
surgery again in the :<>pring.·
be better this 'year, although
veterans Lorenzo Townsend on
The Broncos were first in-total
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Student Admission Infermatlon
For Bolse State University Athletic Events

Boise State students will be issued individual tickets for each home football and basketball game. These
tickets will be available for pick-up at the Student Union and at the Varsity Center Ticket Office. Stu dent
guest tickets, depending on availability, will be distributed only until nooit on friday, the day before the
home football games.
1977 HOME FOOTBALL SCHEDULE
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Game Date
Sept. 24
Oct. 1
Oct. 22
. Nov. 5.
Nov. 12

Opponent
Nevada-Las Vegas
Montana State
Northern Arizona
Idaho State
Cal Poly~-SLO

Ticket Pick-up Times
Sept. 19.. Sept. 23
Sept. 26·-Sept. 30
Oct. 17--0ct. 21
Oct. 31--Nov. 4
Nov. 7--Nov. 11

Students must present all forms of the student identification card at the time tickets are picked up~
There is no cl1arge.for a full-time student ticket.
.
.
A full-time student may purchase one (1) student guest ticket, priced at $1.50, for each game. However,
the total number of student guest tickets sold will be 2.000. These tickets may be purchased at the same
time a student picks up his own admission ticket. Part-time students may purchase one (1) ticket for
$1.50, a part·time student ticket is the same as a guest ticket.
,
University oOdaho student tickets for the g'Ume at Moscow will be available only,at the Varsity Center.
Ticket price ·is$3.00. Ticket'sales for this game will begin on November 14, 1977. .
The Athletic Department offers a student spouse activity card, which is good for all regularly scheduled
eycnts during the fall semester. The cost of this activity card is $10.00; it w,i11be available following
registrationafthe
Varsity Center. Charge for the spouse activity card for second semester is $7.50. An
ad!J1ission ticket must be picked up for each student spouse card for each football game and basketball
game.'
•
'
It will be necessary for students to pick up tickets for admission to basketball games during the 1977-78
season)n advail.ceof th~ games: Guest tickets and part-time student tickets, depending on avaiiabiIlty,
will be on sale t~e day of the game at the Varsity Center. Student tickets will be. available from Monday
through Friday the week of the game at the Student Union and at the VaTSlty Center.
Admissi~n to wrestling matches, tracK meets andwomens athletic events is free to all full-time
stUdents. J.D. cards must be shown at the doo!'. Part-time students and spouses will be cImrged a
nominal .f~e.
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offense last year with 388.5 yds.
per '.game and should
be
stronger
this season.
The
l-formation is being adopted
and their primary threat will be
junior "ready" Freddie Goode,
an all-purpose back who rushed
for 716 yards and caught 34
passes for 232 yards last year.
Returnee Mitch Britzman will
probably start at fullback" but
he could face a challenge from
transer Angelo Dillon for the
starting position. Whatever the
case may be, there will be
strength,
power, speed and
quickness in the backfield. For a
pass target, there's Terry Hurt
(39 receptions, 720yards), Paul
Armenti, newcomer Lonnie Hughes and Ronnie Gaines, who
switched
from tailback
to
flanker. Stevie Woodwardwill be
at tight-end.
For the Broncos to retain the
number' one position in total
offense this season, the offensive line must do its job.
Two-time all-leaguer
Everett
Carr will be missing from the
line, but there's
plenty of
strength returning;
in senior
tackle Lloyd Cotton (230) and his
cousin Harold (6'5, '275), a JC

rt

transfer. Power guard "BIG"
Alva Liles and Mark Villano at
center will be returning and
they will be hard to move. The
offensive line has improved
tremendously
in size, experience, and ability this year.
With each position
having
plenty of depth, the outlook is
promising.
The Bronco defense finished
third in total defense
last
season. There should be more
experience and depth in '77.
The defensive line was led by
All American candidate Chris
Malmgren. Malmgren appears
to have his spot now. Linebackfig could be Criner's strongest
asset. All-League returnee Larry Polowski (6'3, 225) leads the
pack that includes Dave WiI. Iiams, UCLA transfer "chilly"
Willie Beamon, Bob Macauley"
.and Dennis Ching.
The seenndary
will have
returnees Ken West and Egnacio "Nash" Balinton. JC transfers Larry Morritt and Ralph
Angstman are battling for the
cornerback posts left vacant by
All-conference
players Gary
. Rosolowich and Lester MeNealy.

Boise Bowlers begin
new season tryouts
Boise State's bowling -team,
longtime
a power
in the
northwest
and a respected
squad through-out the west will
begin' holding. tryouts for the
squad.
Returning
from last
year's squad, which won three
of the nine touneysentered
and
placed high in several. other.
tourneys, veterans Bob Harvey,
Pat Pethel, Jerry Black, and;
Mike Fries.
Leading the women's bowling
team will be Mary Shafer, one of
the top women bowlers in the
northwest.'
.

Greg Hampton, coach of the
team, is anticipating
a good
season, but needs help, particularly in the women's team,
where the numbers are short
and there is a possibility of not
having, a squad.

Any with a 2.0 gpa. (full ti~e
student) is invited to tryout for,
.th team: To do' so, simply
contact Greg Hampton in the
SURBames Room, or call him at ,
. 385·1456.
.

r

rSports TriVialities~
(1) According ,to the NFL rating
system, who is the ba~t passing.
quarterback ,active in the league
today?'
.
"(2)
Everybody knows K.'lute
Rockne caught the /'irst forward
pass in football for Notre Dame
in 1913. Name the 'quarterback
who threw the pass.
(3) What college has put out the
highest !lumber of NFL football
players active todl!-Y?
(4) Name the three most rec~nt
All-Pro football
players that
went to college in Idaho, and the
pro teams they play~d for~ Hint: .
all .tlttee graduated from' the
University of Idaho.' "
(5). The Tampa Bay' Buccaneers

went 14 games wit~out winlling
'once last year. What was the
last NFL team that diq 'not win a
game in, an entire season?
(6) ExclUding full, orpart-tmae
placekickers, what NFL player
has scored more in a career than
any other?
(7) What .aretne.three
teams
that have won the most NFL
championships since' the league
started?
(8)Remember
Eric Guthrie,
BSU's "Canadian Rifle", star
. quarterback
and placekicker?
Where Is he now?
.'
(9) Name th~ four. AFL! AFC
teamS the Minnesota
Vikings .
have lo~tto in Super bowls.
• 'lIDaWeJSOD
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operis brand-new season

\.

Also under the direction of the
ships to join; simply become a
participant. and you will belong.
OAC are several' lectures and
There is also no specified leader .
presentations which are design'
of the organization, and-ieach
cd to help the Center to expand
indlvidual will be called upon to
the knowledge
on various
demonstrate his own specialty,
methods of outdoor recreation.
and share his special skills with
TIle first of the presentations
the others.
.
\. will be held on Sept ...21. 1977
Objectives of the program
and the guest.speaker
will be
include providing a learning
",Hot" Henry Barber. Barber
situation for the individual as
wi'lI hold a climbing clinic and a
well as low cost trips for the
slide-show on climbing tech:
group.
niques..,
Last year. the OAC sponsored
For mOf\l iriformation about the
a trip to Yosemite National Park,
OAt, contactTom Coates in the
and is considering
several
SUB Games .Room. or visit the
different
places this year.
'OAC, located, in the Garnes
Suggestions. are welcome.
Room. The phone number is
385·1456,

I

_

1977

Boiseoutd orsmen
·seek· new-members
The Outdoor Activities Center
of Boise State University is
looking for people. who are
interested in backpacking.
mountain climbing.' cross country skiing. kayaking, and, just
about any other outdoor sport.
The Center. under the supervision of Torn Coates. has 'been
set up for the student. and
provides opportunities for the
participants to test themselves
against the outdoors and provides not only a recreation but
also a learning that can be"
aquired nowhere else on earth.
The OAC is not a club. and.
there are 110 dues or member-

:

,

,

The BSU women's volleyball
team opens season
action, .
September 24 by hosting the
BSU Invitational tournament,'
according to Coach Genger
Fahleson, Other teams attending, as well as BSU. will be
Northwest
Nazarene College.
Idaho State and the University
of Idaho.
The team will travel
to
tournaments
at Utah State;
University of, Montana. NNC
and U of I. 'throughout
the
season. Numerous g.arnes

slated for both the varsity and
JV teams at horne and in the
near vicinity.
"We're going to be a really
hard working team," commented Fahleson. "There are some
good' freshmen that surprised
me;"
Team practice began August
29 and will continue throughout
the season,
Monday
thru
Friday. from 1:30 to 4:00 in the
main gym. Anybody interested
in playing should contact Fahleson.~rn
G202inthe
gym.

r

lin
September 15th marks the last
day, to submit rosters for the
annual Intramural Program at
B.S.U.
Among
the sports
offered are men's flag football,
coed tennis and softball.
Flag football will be played
evenings on the turf in Bronco
Stadium with teams comprised
of fraternities, dorm 'clubs and
all interested individuals wishingto play.
.Softball will see its action

taking place on the north green.
next to the auxiliary gym.scheduling is 'Such that those who
are interested may play in' both
men's football and the co-ed
league action.
Men and women are urged to
participate in singles, doubles.
and mixed doubles. during .the
tennis tournament on the courts
by the main gym.
.
All interested are urged to
submit complete rosters, no

later than September 15th. to
room 203 in the gym. The play.
commences September 19. and
all are invited to participate.
Referees
lire needed
for
football and softball. Softball
umpires Will, onlyumplre one
game a night. Football referees
will probably referee .one to
three games a night. Renumeration is $3.00 .a game.' If
interested. contact Intramural
Oftke, Gym ,203.
Women'svoUeyball

,

'.

.q~,tesJot'e
AN IMPORTANT ANNOUNCEMENT
fJJIidJ Ike ex:tra

TO ALL PHOTOGRAPHY

action ~eglns at' BSU September

Women's hockey
.soon underway

STUDENTS

'.

~

The BSU women's
field
hockey tearn.junder
the. direction of a new coach. Jayne Van
Wassenhove, opens season play
September 26 at Nampa against
Northwest Nazerene College.
The women are slated to host
the BSU Invitational, October 7
and. 8 featuring NNC, U of I,
Brigham Young and Wasqington State in addition to the host
team.
"We're a young team with
very few upperclassmen."
commented Coach Van W assenhove
"Even
though
this
is a
re-building year. we hope to
carryon the winning tradition." .
. BSU will also attend tournaments at ,Eastern
Oregon,
BYU, Washington Statev Central Washington
and British
Columbia in Canada. Another
BSU Invitational is scheduled
for Nov. 11-12.
, Miss Van Wassenhove, who
was a graduate teaching assis- .
tantIast year at the University
of Oregon. also played dub
hockey and refereed
hdckey
games. She takes over the helm
of the BSU team after Connie
Thorngren
stepped
out to,.
concentrate
on her job as
athletic directorforwomen
and
basketball, coach.
Practice for the team is from
3:30.5:30, ,'Moneiay .thru ,Friday'
and anyone interested should
contact Coach
Wassenhove.

QUALITY

CAMERAS
AND

SOUND
828 Idaho Street

343·8541

... ,
SERVING THE AMATEUR AND PROFESSIONAL PHOTOGRAPHER
FEATURING COMPLETE QUALITY PHOTOGRAPHIC PRODUCTS· AT A SAVINGS·

,

SINCE 1910

(1) .

URGES YOU TO COMPARE PRICES BEFORE YOU BUY ANYTHING

El

INVITES YOU TO STOP IN AT EITHER LOCATION - BALLOU·LATIMER CAMERA SHOP
AT NINTH ANDID{\HOSTREETORINTH~
WESTGATE MALL AT 7830 FAIRVIEW AVENUE· AND
REGISTER WITH ~SAS A PHOTOGRAPHY STUDENT

e

OFFERS YOU A TRUE 20% DISCOUNT ON YOUR INITIAL PURCHASE OF DARKROOM SUPPLIES
REQUIRED FQR YOUR PHOTOGRAPHY CLASS

Q

GUAR{\NTEES YOU A TRUE 150/0 STUDENT DISCOUNT ON ALL SUBSEQUENT PURCHASES OF
DARKROOM SUPPLIES REQUIRED FOR YOUR PHOTOGRAPHY CLASS

(3

MAINTAINS A LARGE STOCK OF NEW AND USED CAMERAS. LENSES. AND ACCESSORIES

e

FEATURES NIKON. CANON, OLYMPUS, PENTAX. ROLLEI.VIVITAR. BESELER.OMEGA. DURST,
BUSHNELL. SANKYO. ILFOim. LUMINOS. CIBACHROME, AGNECOLOR. AND EASTMAN KODAK

G.

HAS KNOWLEDGABLE. HONEST, FAIR,AND lNTERESTEDPEOJ;lLE WHO ARE PROFESSIONALS
WILLING TO SPENDrnETIMETOWORKWITH
YOp

,

~.

WANTS TO K;NOW YOu. AND WANTS TODOBUSIN~S

DOWNTOWN

WITH YOU

Van

c---
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Woman's

athletic
teams
VoUeyball
Fahleson

Coach: Genger
Rrn, 202 Gym.

Tryouts and practices beginning August 29th. 1:40 to 4:30
p.m. in the gymnasium Monday
through Friday.
Cross Country
Coaches: Basil
Dahlstrom. Ed Jacoby Varsity
Center
Field Hockey
Coach: Jayne
VanWassenhove
Rm. 202 Gym
Tryouts and practices
begin
August 29th. 3:30 daily on field
west of gymnasium.
Basketball
Thorngren

Coach: Connie
Rm. 108 Gym

Tryouts begin the third week of
September.
Contact Connie
Thorngren.
Tennis
Coach: Jean Boyles
, Rm. 10~ Gym
Practices begin August 29th.
Gymnastics
Interested participants contact
Pat Holman
Rm. 202 Gym,
Assistant Athletic Director for
Women. Connie Thorngren,
encourages all, interested
women students to contact her
and/or, the coaches of the
various 'teams
for further
information. -

1000's OF SKIS
& BOOTS
REDUCED
ANSON SKI BOOT
Esprit Yellow regular 140.00

8800

GARMONT FREES1YlE '000
BOOT Men's, reg. 100.00 ~ 7·

HUMANIC DYNAFIT BOOT 39 OQ
fIl, L, reg. 10.00

0

DYNAMIC fiZZ R SKI
regu~ar 18S.00

TOPHER &"

11

• EMBLA

FASHIONSKIR
35%OFF
&

Answers to

MT.TREMBLANTSUITS

4999

Guys & Gals. , Our reg.l00.00

sports trlviolltie

,

Mr. TREMBlANT BIBBERS
(1) Ken
Anderson
of the
Cincinnati Bengals, who. among
other records. is the ali-timeleader in pass completion with
57.8 percent.
(2) Gus Dorais
(3) University - of Southern
California, with an average of
almost I'll alumni .per pro
team.
(4)Wayne Walker. Detroit Lions.Jerry Kramer, Green Bay
Packers; Ray Mclkmald, WashingtonRedskins.
(5) The Dallas Cowboys of 1960,
Who went 0-11·1 as a rookie
expansion team.
(6) Who else but Jim Brown.
legendary
fullback
for the
,C1e;lVeland Browns.(7) Green Bay Packers, New
:ork Giants and Chicago Bears,
In that order.
_
(8) Guthrie recently was traded
. by the British Columbia Lions of
the Canadian Football League to
the Saskatchewan Roghriders in
the same league.
(9)Kansas City Chiefs, 1970,
Miaml Dolphins, 1974; Pittsburg Steeler, 1976; Oakland
Raiders. 1977. -

2499

Guys & Gals Our reg. 45.00

TOPHER SKI SUITS

"

1999
!?vr~E:als~g~~g.~~~
1 99
Guys· & -Gals. Our reg. 135.00

NEVADA
Sf BINDINGS
our. regular 59.50.
SCOTT MEf POLES
'The Ski"Label Reg. 22.00
AllSOP BOOT BAGS

Triangular or Rectangular, Our regular 3.00
RED, WHITE, 8. BLUE SUNGLASSES
Our regular 6.00 . .

ROSSOGNOl SKI BAG

3499
-

ALPIl8E
hESlfbNS"PEAIlI1"
1'1 II"
W\
DOWN SKI PARKASS999

i299
0
Guvs '& Gals. Our reg. 85.00,
88~ MUPrANG
GOOSE
~ 1M .
'199

DOWN ,SKi -VESTS -

1'JJ99

Western Yoked.
t,0 sell for -45.00

'

-

L:H.:.:old=s..:ski=·s..:;tO:...;2~15:...c.·m_,&_-.:...po_les..;.'
..
__O\l_r ~reg:..,~18_,9S_-:::'==~M::.:a:d:e

-
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NCAA schedule hits full stride this Saturday
by Tate Simmons and Jerry
Richards
This Saturday the N.C.A.A.
schedule hits full stride. If it
reads like last week. put your
money in real estate. We've
forecasted the rumble-tumble
realm of college football all too
long, more do than most 'Care to
'remember, yet we never cease
to be amazed.
Consider the cardinal rules of
Saturday, September 3: (1) if
you're picked to win, do it so
quietly and so narrowly. that
your head coach puts his house
up for auction and prepares to
look else where or (2) if you're
the underdog, run the pants off
your opponent, and best your
seasonal poin total in one game.
If by this you might have
guessed it was less than settling
Saturday, you're right. Whatever happened to the virtues of
predictably,
the comfort
of
knowing who's the giant and
who's the underdog? We know
all too well, so have fun with
this.
September 6 for September 10
NCAA
I. Percent of last week
2. Upset Special
3. Preview of Top Sept. 17
games
Notre Dame at Pittsburgh:
The Irish tangle with Dorsett-

less but notpunchless
Pitt, in
the premier battle of major
independents. This one's for the
Gipper ..
N.D. 21,
Pitt 14
Michigan at ~Inlos:
Michigan begins a march to
the Roses, but not so handily
against the revamped IIIin.
Mlchlgan.28"
mini 19 .
Miami [Fla] at Ohio State:
Woody Hayes has something
to voice about Michigan and the
Big 10. The Buckstaking is easy
... for awhile.
OSU 38, , Miami 17'
Vanderbilt at Oldahoma:
Okie Sooners
~ould waltz
jhrough the. Big Eight without
the trouble of '76, yet can't take
hapless Vandy so lightly as they
march towards numero uno,
Oldahoma 27,
Vanderbilt 10
Alabama vs Mississippi
[In
Binningbam:]
Ole Miss might catch the
Bear's Cromson Tide napping,
but rebels still healing wounds
inflicted by Memphis State
Alabama 13, Mlsslsslppl 7
Kansas at Texas A & M:
Pity the Jayhawks.
After
being humiliated
at College

Texas Tech at Baylor:
For the past' two years baylor
has. had both a good team and a
hard time, barely missing bowl
games in with season. The
Bears have made their try; it's
time to take a .season out to'
regroup. Meanwhile, . the Red
Raider need a sparring partner
totrain for the A &M game two
weeks. hence.
Tech 41,
Baylor 10

USC at MlNsllurl:
Last year. Missouri surprised'
the Trojans .opening game by
corning out on the top half of a
46-25 score.· Can the Tigers
repeat? Pardon the skepticism.
USC 28,
Missouri 13
Mississippi State At Washing·
ton:
This just doesn't seem to be a
good day for home teams. Not
as lopsided a game is this as it
'might seem, but bank, on the
Bulldogs unless mountain-ofmeat fullback Dennis Johnson
gets injured on the plane to
Seattle.
MSU24,
Washington 17
UCLA at Houston:
This will probably be the most
interesting game of the week on
the Top 10 scene - -outsidc of
the abovementioned Notre Dame-Pitt clash, of course, What'll
make' it even more interesting:
QB Danny Davis and the Cougar
offense. Mark this one for the

\"

344 - 2712 ,~,.~
~

Oldahoma State at Tulsa:
Heck of a week for mismatches. The Valley conference,
which Tulsa led last season,
should probably be competing
with the Big Sky for Division II
playoff berths.
OSU 24, Tulsa 7'

Big Sky
Boise State at Wcbcr State
Jim Criner's Broncos prepare
for Division I Fresno State in
this lack luster priming session.
B.S.U. 38 Wcbcr State 14

Maryland at Clemson:
Clemson's looking up these
days - - _trouble is, there's a
Terrapin or twenty-two blocking
their view.
Maryl~d 30,
Clemson 14

idaho at Rice
Houston based Rice goes
without ace Tommy Kramex,
but thats not to say his proteges
might not bomb Idaho out of the
stadium.
Rice 24 Idaho 10

Stanford at Colorado:
Be honost now. How much
have you heard from Stanford
since Jim Plunkett graduated
into relative obscurity in the
"pros? Rookie Cardinal coach Bill
Walsh may have a few tricks in
his bag, but the -Buffs'defense
has no sense of humor.
Colorado 24,
Stanford 14

Northern Arizona til Idaho State
Bud Hakes beginning
in
Pocatello made not so aspicious
as Joe Salems ramblin' Lumberjacks march through the Big
Sky.
N.A.U. 27 I.S.U. 9

Kansas
State at Brigham
Young:
'
AlI the Wildcats' years in the
Big-S have proven only on thing:
K-State belongs in the WAC.
-Meanwhile,
the Y's pass wizard, Gifford Nielsen, has little
trouble shredding the Purple
defense.
BYU '35,
KSU 24

North Dakota at Montana State
1977 premier
of Montana
States' national championship
team. Don't look for North
Dakota to stand by in idle awe.
M.S.U. 17 N.D. 10

Washington State at Nebraskar
. So what if nobody , says
Nebraska can. challenge "Okla" horna- for the Big-8 title?
Nebraska is still Nebraska, and

Las Vegas at. Montana
Newly installed Division I Las
. Vegas wins this one for Tony,
then goes down hill.
L.V.19 'Montana 13

(

STUDENT UNI'ON Bid

Boise State University'
,Dining Services
Calendar' of Special Events
o

Don't,Iniss out
on the Action

the Cougars - - well, We'd
rather not think about it.
Nebraska 38,
WSU 7

home team .. Upset Special.
Houston 31,
UCLA 21

Stateion, they must travel to
L.A. to amuse
the UCLA
Bruino, then two games later try
to come up against Oklahoma at
Norman. It could only happen to
Kansas. As for A & M , make it
the first of many.
A & M 36,
Kansas 14

J

Peper Bronco

(continued from page 17
loss, but the. emptiness induced
by letting him down. Mental
inflietions
go deeper
than
physical punishment.
All of the Broncos coaches
vital, dedicated men, perhaps
the best in their respective
fields, in my eyes. Talent and
experience melted together to
provide their' expertise.
My
closest contact was with Bill
Dutton,
the terror' of the
defensive', a tough man to get to
know, but fair, His approach to
foot bam remained non-nonsense, .yet through
my. short
exposure with him. I .felt the
deepest respect; almost' awe. He '.
was al1 business; 'you kncw, you
came to fear .it."Put
some'
spring in your ass," typified his
attitude. Players did' for him,
they respected his attitude, it
made' champions.
Football
was full time,
it
demanded more than'L felt I
could-give
to it . My priorities
lay at the newspaper, in my
studies - - too bad I had to leave
it;
My aspirations didn't rest so
much in continuing in the game,
or making
the . team,
but
experiencing the trials coupled
with something .to prove to
myself: could it be done? 111e
team wasn't informed of my role
.

in this play; they felt I was just
some piece of meat trying to
take their job, as was anyone
else. Later, after they found out,
I received praise on top of
amusement: it had worked. I
blended in as part of the -unit, Ii
man anonymous, a player.
In retrospect,
no animosity
generated itself, the operation
went smoothly, even though it
lasted but nine days.
Emotionally, my heart lies out
there, in the sun and the sweat;
my butt rests on a padded chain
writing this journal.
Whether I was a first doe~n't
matter - " I tried, and believe
something was won: respect for
their way of life, their game. I
hope to take my son down there
sometime, so he might see what
his father had done. It might,
some way. Instill- in him the
majic of sport, of exceUence,or
poetry. It did in me. Something
gained,
something
lost. all
worth the effort, the time. Crazy
.men have their moments too,
don't they?
, Strength· of' belief, Strength of
prlJidple; detennlnlsm and purpose that strength, collectively
moves mountaJntlSUlltalns

val-

, nes [It] Is a FAl1 and preserver of
.our culture.
0
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Intel Ii
by Tate Simmons
'. Three things happened in 1976
that keep Cross Country coach
Ed Jacoby smiling confidently
as he . looks to the 1977 fall
running schedule. Start with the
Big Sky champoinship, spice it
with an amazing 19th place
team showing in the NCAA
finals, top it with Coach of the
Year honors. Jacoby adds yet
another interesting twist: women, for the first time, will train
and at times travel with his blue
chip men's team .. The. first
outing comes September
17
when both squads travel to
Frl:;no, to run with Whitworth
of Spokane.
"Intelligent,
quality work is
the key," Jacoby commented on
the practice sessions,'
"will
be drawn out of the practice . .
Barb

Buchan,

senior

from

nt

r

Mountain Home, is the most
experienced
of the women
runners coming back for her
fourth year. Sophomore Connie
Figueroa, along with sophs alice
Myers, Heyburn and Cindy
Jorgenson of Boise, look to be
, top runners this year. Add to
that fresh (women) Susan Shark
and Sandy Cassens, .and the
outlook of this initial program
has the makings of an institution
at B.S.U.
Jacoby's
men's
squad
is
young, talented" but left somewhat vacant by the departure of
Jim Van Dine, Gil Esparza, Emil
Maglenes and Glen Lorenson.
To fill the gap. Jacoby recruited
a host of freshmen and Junior
college runners, that under his
program, promise great futures.
Returning for his fourth year at
B.S.U·is
Ontario Oregon's
Steve Collieu, of whom Jacoby

t
said, "he's perhaps the most
consistent middle distance run.
ncr ever at B.S.U." Collier
hold's the school record in the
1500 meters as-well as the mile,
and is a qualified half-miler Harl
Knap is back for his sophomore .
year as is'Iorn Mulhern.
The freshmen boast impressive
credentials: Consider Stan Link
of Milwaukee Oregon, who
finished second in the Oregon
State Champoinship while placing fourth 'in th~ cross-country
meet.
From Lake Oswego, Oregon
Dave Steffens bring's his 3rd
place showing in the same meet
that determined
the cross
country championship.
The' Juco runners coming to
Boise State blend youth with
experience and add greatly to
Jacoby's Squad. Scott Blackburn from Morepart J.C. holds a

o

season

4.11 best in the mile, with a 3:52
1500 meter to his record. Mike
Henry in Jacoby's
words,
"was the best cross country
runner at EI Camino with a 4:18
mile."
We talked fora while about
his objectives this year. "They
(the squad) are the best group of
runners
we've had .. .I have
complete confidence."
Jacoby added "a good program in track and field looks for
development.
Nobody knows
how these freshmen are going to
run, .we're optimistic.
Jacoby's
philosophy is to
develop his squad from cornponents of Juco runners and
freshmen,
"Outstanding
two
Year runners
progress
into
outstanding four-year runners,
they must get used to the
program .. Freshmen, naturally
adapt in... "

"We're looking for quality
performances..
we look for
potentials
and personalities.
The Bronco's
open thier
season,September
18th in Fres0, ina
tri-meet then travel to
Missoula, the eight or October.
All sights are aimed at the Big
Sky meet and the District Seven
N.C.A.A. Texas-El Paso, plan to
be in attendence, Providing the
Bronco'a fare well in Salt Lake,
the outcome of the season.
the outcome of the season could
indeed be rewarding for Jacoby's club. The program and
training is there, the determination comes with experience and
desire. Cross-Country, is indeed
a lone wolf sport, and only the
individual runner knows
how far he can push himself.
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Phone 385-340 1

1972 PINTO:

2«I00r, 16OOcc,

ataadaed transmfsslon,

The most important thing in your life
right now, is probcblv not your bank.
And that's as it should be.
You aren't here to worry about
your bank. But your bank
should be here to worry
cbout you.
And we are.
That's the First Security
feeling. Confidence, security,
trust. If you're from anyone of
over 100 Intermountain cities,
you may have grown up with
that feeling. And you have
every right to expect it here.
Even if First Security was not
your bank at home, we want
to be your bank here.
Come in.

es-

ceDent cond1tJon. Bmnd new
paint, upholstery, tires, rlhoclm,
bm!l:es. 39mpg. 343-0173.
OLDS PROFESSIONAL Record.
Ing Trumpet • exeeDent condit.
Ion and very cheaply, priced.
Phone 343·2663 most evenings.
,DIAMOND ENGAGEM;ENT8I
Weddlng RIngs: Up to 50%
dlscount to students, facultY, 81
staff.·Example, I/:ct. $95, % ct.
. Sl275; 1 d. S795, by buying lSI
direct from leading dlnmond
rmponer. For color,cataleg Bend
$1 to SMA Diamond Importers,
Inc., Box 42, F:anwOod, N.J.
07023. (indicate name of sehool)
or call (212) 682-3390 for
location of showroom nearest
you.

1

j

j

1976 ¥.·T V-8 DODGE VAN.
A.C.· A.T.· Am·F·m cassette
stereo, captain. seats, bed &:
table. 10,000 mUes/ $6,150.00.
CaD 345·6553

tlJlD'~"~
1971 MONTE CARLO: P.S.,
P.B., A.T., nlr·clean. New tires
plUB srndded •snow tires.
376-5723.

~
"MORMONIsM
- SHADOW
OR REALITY?"Book available
through Boise Cb.rlsthm Out·
reach, Box 3356, Boise, Idaho
83704. Offer for students. $5.95.

wm~.
BANDS: Agenej .has
o~
'for 'weekend 'work.
Mmifcunllmfted .' 336-5038.
ROCK

HOURS:

TATE WANTS hfs S.B. ~
everyday.

ADDRESSES:

1119 North 9th Street (Main Office)
Drlve-ln: 9th and Bannock
80 South Cole Road (Broadbent Office)
421 North Orchard (Orchard Avenue Office)

/

~

Lobby: 9:30a.m. - 5:00 p.rn., Monday thru Thursday
9:30 a.rn. -'- 6:00 p.m., Friday
Drive-In:8:30a.m. - 6:00 p.m., Monday thru Friday
16th and State Streets'
2601 Cassia (Vista Office)
7700 Fairview (Westgate Office)
3301 cntnoen Blvd. (Garden City Office)

[l;tJ Il"WIi
.

..

Room 307, Len B.JonJ.:n
BuDdIng; State Boaid of Educa·,
tJonwm be leaving soon.
,
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8¢ PER waRp FOR. E:~CH CON~€CUmE:

I
I
II
m

IN)ERTlON WITHOUT CHANGE,

1£1

m

o- PER ,WORD FOR THE: FIR)T IN)ERTlON, .

THE:FOLLOWING HE:~DING~~R€ ~~~IIABLE: IN THE:
ARBITER CLA))IFIED )ECTlON,
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GOODS.

RECORDS& TAPES
SOUND' SYSTEMS
PLANTS & GARDENS

.'11m·

~

Ef~~ANTED

RECREATION
BICYCLES
CARS & CYCLES

PETS
LOST & FOUND
CHILD CARE

I
. I

t~s~:~~TlON

I ~/2 PI .EDITE

g

L.. S51ftE. ....

GOOD ONLY FOR ISSUE

m

4 wds/20¢
reg. 40¢··
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12 wds/60¢
reg. $1.20

,.

16 wds/80¢
reg. $1.60
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I

8 wds/40¢
reg.80¢

.

20 wds/$l
.reg. $2
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Date of Insertion _--,-
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Number.of Insertions_'....,...__ ~_"---_

Name_·O>

_____
~-~-~--~_~
__~_I.
Totol
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12-SEPT. 19·5EPT. 26
"
A II Arbiter Ci~ssifieds must be prepaid. Make checks payable to the ARBITER. To takp.
a dvantage of these 1/1 price rates mail· completed form to ARBITER, BSU,J91O University
Dr.,Boise,lD. 83725. Or cIassificds can be placed at the ARBITER. office; 2nd floor, SUB,
Monday-Friday, 8:30am-4:30pm. Deadline's for cIassifieds' are F'riday, noollfor Mond'ny's
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